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Pneumonia is a respiratory disease mainly caused by bacteria, Streptococcus Pneu-

moniae. The bacteria exist in up to 90 different strains out of which 25 are invasive.

Pneumonia is one of the leading causes of mortality in the developing countries claim-

ing about 1.9 million lives per year. Deaths due to pneumonia can occur within 3

days of illness and any delay of treatment may not save live. Hence prompt and effec-

tive control measures for the disease is needed. Integrating mathematical modeling in

epidemiological research is important in studying dynamics and identifying effective

control measures. In this study therefore, we developed mathematical models to study

the dynamics of pneumonia and assessed the optimal control strategy in a community.

The models were analyzed by applying the theory of ordinary differential equations

and dynamical systems to determine if there is a point where equilibrium appears,

disappears, change stability or conditions necessary for the disease to invade. Finally,

a Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) simulation technique was used to simulate

data for transmission parameters when vaccination and treatment are used as control

strategies. A kernel density estimation was then used to estimate probability distri-

bution of the transmission parameters. The results show that eliminating carriers in

a population is an important strategy in reducing the disease burden since it reduces

the value of basic reproduction number, Ro. The use of both vaccination and treat-

ment control strategies showed a significant reduction on disease dynamics; however

using treatment alone is not significant. Using case detection strategy is important

in reducing the disease incidence. A detailed analysis of the simulated transmission

data leads to probability distribution of R; as opposed to a single value in the con-

ventional deterministic modeling approach hence a better estimation for transmission

parameter realized. We recommend that at least 22% of the serotype be covered in

any vaccine to be used in at least 54% of the population to guarantee efficiency of

such vaccination strategies. We also recommend a case detection strategy whenever

possible in a population.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the study

Pneumonia is a high-incidence respiratory disease characterized by an inflammatory

'condition of the lungs and is caused by micro-organisms namely: bacteria, fungi, par-

asites and viruses. Among the four micro-organisms potential in causing pneumonia,

bacteria are reported to 1Jl' the leading cause (Obaro & Adegbola, 2002; Todar, 2011)

especially Streptococcus Pneumotiiae (Pessoa, 2010; Greenwood, 1999; Rudan et al.,

2011). Once the bacteria enter the lungs, they usually settle in the alveoli (air sacs)

and passages of the lung where they rapidly grow and multiply in number. The area

of the lung that is invaded then becomes fiiled with fluid and pus (the body's inflam-

matory cells) as the body attempts to fight off the infection (Schiffman & Melissa,

2010). This makes breathing difficult, painful and limits the intake of oxygen. The

disease can occur in all the ages, but have a severe effect on those individuals whose

immune systems are compromised or underdeveloped (Greenwood, 1999).

Alongside pneumonia, the bacteria (StreptocOCC1lS Pneumoniaei can also cause other

diseases such as: meningitis, otitis media and acute respiratory infections. These

diseases have claimed a significant percentage of lives (Greenwood, 1999). There

are more than 90 serotypes of Streptococcus Pneumotiiae that have been identified

(Brueggemann et al., 2003; Pessoa, 2010; Sehluger, 2006), however only 15 of these

have pathogenic potent.ial (Brueggemann et al., 2003). Studies show that there is a

possibility of acquiring more than one type of serotype. (Gray et al., 1980) and this

condition is referred to <I' -uper-colonization. The acquisition of a new serotype peaks
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in cold seasons (Gray et al., 1980). When this occurs, the new serotype will dominate

(Pesso(t,2010).

Most CAsesof pneumonia are as a result of inhaling small droplets of coughs or sneezes

containing the bacteria. These droplets get into the air when an infected person

coughs or sneezes (Schiffmau & Melissa, 2010; Todar, 2011). The bacteria can also

be carried in the mouth or flora of nasopharynx of a healthy person without causing

any harm (Pessoa, 2010; Schiffman & Melissa, 2010; Todar, 2011). Such people are

referred to as carriers. When the bacteria finds its way into the lungs, it can invade and

cause the infection (Schiffman & Melissa, 2010; Davis, 2010). This is possible when

the inunuuity of the individual is lowered. The incubation period for the infection

may vary depending on the individual's immunity, but generally it ranges from 1 to

3 days (Centers for Disease Control, 2010b).

There is limited information on the transmission patterns of the pneumococcal dis-

ease in the developing world (Greenwood, 1999), however, it is pointed out that the

risk factors associated with the spread of the disease includes: malnutrition, lack of

exclusive breastfeeding, indoor pollution, antecedent viral infection amongst others

(Greenwood, 1999; Rudan et al., 2011). Other factors that have been postulated to

increase the risk of pneumonia cases in developing count.ries include: low birth weight,
I

socio-demographic factors such as large family size, overcrowding, inappropriate child

care practices, short birth interval, low income, low level of parental education and

poor housing (Fonseca et al., HJYG). A study conducted by Brueggemann et al. (2003)

indicated that the spread of pneumococcal disease is associated with increased car-

riage rates. Carriers plays a major role in t.he t.ransmission of most infectious diseases

(Kalajdzievska & Li, 2011).



1.2 Case detection of Pneumonia

Initial observation of population may be the most crit.ical component for the diag-

nosis of pneumonia (Shamoon et al., 2004). Case detection is of a great importance

both for monitoring the epidemiological situation and for forecasting and operational

research. Case detection rate:'; may be used as target indicators in public health doc-

uments. III most. cases, people who develop pneumonia will initially show symptoms

of a cold, sneezes, sore throat, cough (sometimes with sputum production) within the

first three days, which are then followed by a high fever and shaking chills (Schiffman

& Melissa. 2010).

A doctor C<'l.I1 suspect pneumonia during examination of the patient. when he/she de-

tects a coarse breathing using a stethoscope. However a chest X-ray is usually ordered

to confirm the diagnosis of pneumonia. Sputum samples can also be examined un-

der the microscope to detect the bacteria. During this examination, the transfer of

the sample to the laboratory should be done very quickly otherwise overgrowth of

nou-iufcrt ing bacteria from the mouth saliva may predominate and compromise the

results (Schiffman & Melissa, 2010).

Another way for detecting pneumonia is to perform a blood test that. measures white

blood cdl(WDC) counts (Jamison et al., 2006). This gives a hint as to the severity of

pneumonia and whether it. is caused by bacteria or any other organism. An increased

number of neutrophils and lymphocytes (type of WBC), indicates possible bacterial

infections (Schiffman & Melissa, 2010).

Determining the etiology of Streptococcus Ptieumoniae has been difficult because the

c-urrent t cchuiqucs lack scnsit.ivity and specificity (Jamison ct. al., 2000; Schluger,

200G) likewise it is equallx difficult to differentiate between the viral pneumonia and
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bacterial pneumonia due to the similarity in their manifestation (Ghafoor et al., 1990).

In places where there is endemic malaria, symptom overlap with pneumonia can eas-

ily occur leading to mistreatment of pneumonia with anti-malarial drugs rather than

appropriate antibiotics (Kallander et. al., 2005). As a result of this, the cases of pneu-

mania have been reported to increase in such areas.

In some situations, a doctor may misread the blood test or X-ray results, and decide

on wrong course of treatment. The doctor may also fail to request blood tests or X-

rays at all and rely only 011 the symptoms hence leads to wrong course of treatment.

On the other hand, caretakers can resort to home treatment of pneumonia using

'over-the-counter' drugs. probably antimalarial and delaying professional health care

for pneumonia. This may lead to high rate of mortality due to pneumonia (Kallander

et aI., 2008).

1.3 'Treatment Strategy of Pneumonia

Deaths due to pneumonia call occur within three days of illness and therefore prompt

recognition and treatment with an effective drug is crucial. The treatment of pneumo-

coccal diseases has been successful by use of antibiotics such as: penicillin, chlorarn-

pheuicol for children aud cryt.luoiuycin for those patients who are allergic to penicillin

(Brueggemann & Doern, 2000; Jamison et al., 2006). However, a number of studies
( .,

have indicated that. t.he bacteria develops penicillin resistance, (Brueggemann & Do-

em, 2000; Starr et al., 2008; Jamison et al., 2006). Other antibiotics that have been

used successfully are: amoxicillin and co-trimoxazole which are equally effective for

non-severe pneumonia (Catchup Study Group, 2002), though amoxicillin costs twice

as much as co-trimoxazole Over the last decade, there has been a significant impact

Oll the empiric treatment of infections caused by Streptococcus pneumoniae due the

substantial increasing t I \ 'lid of its resistance to antibiotic drug (Starr et al., 2008).

The drug-resistant strains contribute up to 35 % of pneumonia cases (Centers for
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Disease Cont.rol, 2010a). Despite the availability of drugs to treat pneumonia, high

percentage of deaths are still recorded ill many parts of developing world. This is

highly contributed to by the presence of drug resistance of serotypes.

1.4 Vaccination Strategy of Pneumonia

Efforts have been made to reduce the incidence of infections due to Streptococcus

pneumoniae in high-risk individuals through vaccination (Appelbaum, 2003; Jamison

et al., 2006). Hib vaccine used against the pneumococcal diseases, has been proven

to have protective efficacy greater than 90% in most industrialized countries since the

tlO'swhen it was included ill the immunizations programs (Jamison et al., 2006). The

available data in developing countries show that, when there was no vaccination with

Hib vaccine, a severe effect of the disease was felt (Coen et al., 1998; Adegbola et a1.,

1999). Two more vaccines for pneumonia (a 23-valent polysaccharide for adults and

a 7-valent protein-conjugated polysaccharide for children) have also been in use since

their iutroductiou iu 1Y83 and 2000 respectively (Jalllison et al., 2006; Schluger, 2006)

though there have been substantial argument over their efficacy (Schluger, 2006).

In 2010, a new 13-valent. Pneumococcal polysaccharide-protein Conjugat.e Vaccine

(PCV13 [Prevnarl3]) was licensed to cover for more serotype (Nuorti & Whitney,

2010). The overall efficacy protection of pneumococcal disease covered by the vaccine

has ranged from 73% to 94%.

Studies show that pneumonia cases are reduced by 20% when vaccination is used,

however it has been faced with a number of challenges of resistance that is always

developed by the bacteria. Major development of the vaccines against the bacteria is.
also proportional to the challenges but yet only 23 strains are covered in the current

vaccines.
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1.5 The burden of pneumonia

Pneumonia is infectious and is known to be one of the leading causes of morbidit.y

and mortality in developing countries with approximately 1.9 millions people dying

of the disease per year (Black et al., 2003) translating to 4 individuals dying per

minute ill the developing countries due to pneumonia. Then; have been successful

results in the management of the infection through early detection and treatment

using antibiotics; however, the emergence of drug resistant. serotype of the bact.eria

has made this strategy less effective and costly (Darboe et al., 2010).

Despite the increasing focus to reduce mortality in the developing countries arising

from the Millennium Declaration and from the Millennium Development Goal(MDG)

4 of Unit.ed Nation- (2011), the under-five mortality rat.e has generated renewed in-

terest. ill the development of more accurate assessments. Moreover, monitoring the

coverage of interventions to control these deaths is crucial if MDG 4 is to be achieved

(Rudan et al., 2011). Thus, it is important to establish more accurate predictions of

the causes of such deaths during the period of the first 5 years of living.

1.6 Mathematical modeling of diseases

The emergence of infectious diseases has continued to be the major causes of suffering

and mortality in developing countries despite improved sanitation, use of antibiotics,

and vaccination (Hethcote, 2000). A lot of interest has been revived due to the emer-

gClllC of such infectious disca ..ses.

Mathematical models of infectious diseases have been used to successfully explain the

transmission dynamics of many diseases and the use of such models have grown ex-

poueutially from mid 20t It century (Hethcote, 2000; Mugisha, 2009). III deterministic
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models.the population is dividedint~comp~;~;ts ~epk!!tl~f\B¥sease ta---
tus giving rise to models such us: Susceptible-Illfected-Su8ceptible (SIS), Susceptible-

Exposed- Infected- Recovered (SEIR), Suscepti ble-Exposed- Infected- Recovered-Suscepti ble

(SEIRS), etc. Hethcote in his paper grouped pneumonia as a disease that can be mod-

eled using either SIS or SIRS models (Hethcote, 2000). This means that models can

be developed where pneumonia infected individuals can be considered to have par-

tial immunity hence re-iufected or where individuals are considered not have partial

immunity. Once an individual has recovered he/she may gain a partial immunity or

not hence there is a possibility of reinfection.

When analyzing the dynamics of infectious diseases, mathematical models become

crucial tools. The process of formulating such model clarifies assumptions, variables,

and parameters. The models also provide conceptual results such as; thresholds, ba-

sic reproduction numbers, contact numbers, and replacement numbers for predicting

epidemic and endemic. Moreover, "mathematical models and computer simulations

can be used as experimental tools for building and testing theories, answering specific

questions, assessing quantitative conjectures, determining sensitivities to changes in

parameter values, and estimating important parameters from data" (Hethcote, 2000).

The transmission characteristics of infectious diseases within communities can be un-

derstood well using Mathematical models and this can lead to better approaches to

decreasing the transuiissiou of these diseases.

1.7 Monte Carlo Simulations

Monte Carlo simulation relies on repeated random sampling and statistical analysis

to compute the results The method is closely related to random experiment.s for

which the specific result 1:-. not known in advance. Mathematical models used in

describing the inter act iou- in systems using typically depend on number of input
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parameters, which when processed through the mathematical formulas in the model,

results in one or more outputsf Masou et al., 2008). The outputs of these models are

used in prediction of future occurrences of diseases. An example of such outputs is

the basic reproduction number that is commonly used in explaining/understanding

transmission dynamics of a disease.

The input parameters for the models depend on various external factors. Because of

these factors, realistic models are subject to risk from the systematic variation of the

input parameters. In deterministic modeling, these variations are not considered. An

effective model should take into consideration, the risks associated with various input

parameters.

In Monte Carlo simulation, we identify a statistical distribution which can be used

as the source for each of the input parameters. Then, we draw random samples

from each distribution, which then represent the values of the input variables. For

each set. of input parameters, we get. a set of out.put parameters. The value of each

output parameter is one particular outcome scenario in the simulation run. We collect

such output values from a number of simulation runs. Finally, a statistical analysis

is performed on the values of the output parameters, to make decisions about the

course of action.

1.8 Density Estimation

Given any observed /simulated data of any parameter say X, it is possible to study its

behaviour when its probability distribution is known. However it might not be very

clear which distribution X takes given the set of data. Density estimation is one of the

approaches that can be used to identify the probability distribution of a particular

random variable given data. Each probability distribution can be uniquely identified

by its parameter set, distribution estimation is essentially the same as finding the

parameters of a distribu t II))} that would generate the given data in question.
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The probability distribution of a continuousvalued random variable X is convention-

ally described in tenus of its probability density function (pdf}, I(.T), from which

probabilities associated with X can be determined using the relationship.

(1.1)

The aim of many investigations is to estimate f(x) from a sample of observations Xl,

1:2;""X/1 . In what follows we will assume that the observations can be regarded as

independent realizations of X. A nonparametric approach is used to estimate f(:z;) to

avoid restrictive assumptions made in parametric approach.

One of the most common method of non-parametric density estimation is the kernel

density estimation. It make use of a standardized weighting function known as kernel,

A brief background of the Kernel density estimation is discussed below:

Let X be a random variable with continuous distribution F(x) and density f(x) =

1;F(x) The distribution function F(x) is naturally estimated by the Empirical Cu-

mulative distribution Function (ECDF), F(x)

1 n
F(x) = - I:J(Xi :S x)

n -;'=1

(1.2)

where where I is the indicator function, giveu by

i] Xi:S X
(1.3)

otherwise

but
f(x) _ dF(:c)=z:

- li F(x+h-F(x)
- Imh-tO h

(1.4)

./(:r) call therefore be estimated as a derivative of F(:r) using;
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!(X) F(x+h)-F(x-h)
2h_ * 2::1(X;<x+h)-k 2::1(X;~x+h)

2h

= 2~n 'L,I(X - h ::; Xi ::;X + h))

= 2~n 2: 1(1 Xi - X I::; h)

= 2~n 2: 1(1 xrx I::; 1)

= .i, 2: 11(1 xj-x I::; 1)
hn 2 h

(1.5)

Then ~I(I /\;:c I::;1) = k(v.) = k(Xi,;X) is the kernel function and h is the bandwidth

This leads to:

!(x) = ~ t k (Xi - X)
nh h

i=1

(1.6)

The kernel function and bandwidth are always chosen in a way that the optimality

is reached. The kernel function that have been proven to be the most optimal is

Epanechikov (Hansen, 2009) while the optimal bandwidth is dependent OIl the order

of the kernel function, however optimality is achieved with larger bandwidth for higher

orders.

In this work we therefore developed a mathematical model which describe the trans-

mission dynamics. control strategies and the impact of case detection of pneumonia.

The models are then used to evaluate the present status of the disease, construct

probability distribution of the basic reproduction number and use it to determine

the optimality of the vaccination and treatment strategies and also use the model to

predict. its future potential impact. on mort.ality and morbidity.

1.9 Statement of the Problem

Despite major advances in the understanding of the burden and epidemiology of in-

fectious diseases, almost 1.9 million people still die from pneumonia each year ill the

developing countries, cH. ounting for 20 % of deaths globally (Bryce et al., 2005). In

Kenya, pneumonia rout ributcs up to 1G % of mortality (Cousens et al., 2010). It is
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evident that the management of the disease is challenging due to the overlap of its

symptoms with malaria hence a possibility of mistreatment with antimalarial drugs

(Kallander et al., 2008). Deaths due to pneumonia can occur within three days of

illness and any delays in proper treatment may not save life. The progress in reduc-

ing the mortality rate has been relatively slow in many parts of the developing world

(Niessen et al., 2009). However limited work has been done towards developing math-

cuiatical models that describes pneumonia transmission dynamics. Notably, most of

the existing mathematical models for infectious diseases are deterministic in nature.

Therefore, there is need to undertake a research to develop mathematical models by

applying probabilistic approach to identify prompt diagnosis and effective treatment

then deduce other intervention strategies for pneumonia. For this to be achieved, ac-

curate projections on possibility of epidemic to occur and strategies to put up control

measures is required. Mathematical models integrated in epidemiological research are

powerful tools in studying transmission dynamics of diseases and to find threshold

parameters necessary for the control of the disease.

1.10 Objectives of the study

The general objective of this study is to develop a mathematical model to study the

transmission dynamics of pueumoiiia and it's possible treatment/ prevention strate-

gies. The specific objectives include:

1. To determine the conditions necessary for controlling/ reducing pneumonia

transmission by analyzing basic pneumonia model.

2. To determine the optimal vaccination and treatments strategies on pneumonia

transmission dynamics using the probability distributions of the basic repro-

duct.ion number.



3. To evaluate the impact of case detection of pneumonia on its transmission dy-

nauncs.

1.11 Significant of the study

Mathematical models developed here are important ill uuderstaudiug the dynamics of

pneumonia. When making making heath decision, policies or strategies of controlling

pneumonia in a community, this model will serve as vital tool of reference. The

probabilistic modelling approach described here brings in new approach to improve

Oil the deterministic model since probabilistic modelling is more robust and provide

1II0rcinfonnat iou.

1.12 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis is in six chapters which are outlined below:

1. Chapter 1 - The introduction: it discusses the background information of pneu-

monia, basic concepts and statement of the problem.

2. Chapter 2- Literature Review: Discusses the pervious work done, in disease

modelling

3. Chapter 3 - Model 1: Describes the basic pneumonia model when no control

strategies are put in place. The possible strat.egies are highlighted at the dis-

cussion section of this chapter.

4. Chapter 4 - Model 2 - Describe a pneumonia transmission model when control

strat.egies (vaccination and treatment) are incorporated into the basic model.

0. Chapter {j - Model 3 - Describe a pneumonia transmission model with a case

detection and its impact in the transmission dynamics.

12



6. Chapter 6 - Is the conclusion, recommendation and further research
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

A number of researchers have developed and analyzed mathematical models to ex-

plain the dynamics of infectious diseases both in children and in adults. However,

Iimited amount of research work has been done to explain the dynamics of pneumo-

nia in children. There are a few literature that explain the t.ransmission dynamics

of pneumonia incorporating the risk factors and effect of carriers in transmission dy-

namics as well as control strategies such as (Darboe et al., 2010; Rudan et al., 2011;

Evagelia et al., 2010). Some of the infectious diseases whose transmission dynamics

have been explained using related mathematical models are discussed below.

Tuberculosis (TB) which is transmitted in a similar way to pneumonia has been

modeled successfully using system of ordinary differential equations (Colijn et al.,

200G; Singer & Kirschner, 2004). Two models for TB were presented by Carolyn

(2006): A spatial stochastic individual-based model and a set of delayed differential

equations encapsulating t.he same biological assumptions. On their comparison of two

different assumptions about partial immunity and exploring the effect of preventive

treatment, they argued that seemingly subtle difference in model assumptions can

have effects on the biological conclusions. Singer and Kirschner (2004) on the other

hand presented an epidemiological model of Mycobacterium Tuberculosis infection

that included the process of reinfection. The model was analyzed and used numerical

simulations t.o observe the effect of varying levels of reinfection on the qualitative

dynamics of the TB epidern ic. Their result showed that a threshold level of reinfection

existed ill all the CW:iesof t Ill' model. Beyond the threshold, dynamics of the model

are described by a backward bifurcation. This model is in some way similar to the one
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discussed here particularly the inclusion of the re-infection into the model. However

the pneumonia model developed ill this incorporated the effect of case detection in

t he transmission dynamics

Other mathematical models of infectious diseases having similar transmission dy-

namics as pneumonia have been studied such as: A study on "Mathematical model

of Hacinophilus iufluenzae Type b" by Coen et al.(UJY8). In the study, a Susceptible-

Carrier-Immune-Diseases (SCID) model was used where the immune class in the

model corresponds to resistance to infect.ion after being a carrier. The model in-

dicated that Hib carrier propergate the transmission dynamics of disease and also

contributes to natural immunity against the disease, and can also recover to join sus-

ceptible class again. Their finding indicated that there is a possibility of eliminating

the disease if immunization is used. The model that we developed is similar to this,

however both infectious and carriers are considered t.o propagat.e the transmission of

the disease.

The transmission dynamics of cerebrospinal meningitis is in some way quite similar

to that of pneumonia, though the assumptions may not be practical for the case

of pneumonia disease. A number of studies of epidemiology of pneuinonia (Ghosh

& Clements, 1992; Ekman et al., 1993; Rosenow, 1920; Ashby & Turkington, 2007;

Kalajdzievska & Li, 2011; Rudan et al., 2011; Todar, 2011), shows that there is a

chance of reinfection with pneumonia once the patient has recovered from the disease.

The force of infection used in the model assumes that the susceptible become carriers

due to contact with the carriers and become infected due to contacts with infected

individuals. However the model that we develop assumes that new infections are as

a results of susceptible contacts with either carriers or infected individuals and any

newly infected individuals may change their status from susceptible to either carrier

or infected state at different proportions.



2.2 Effect of carriers in disease dynamics

Carriers arc believed to play an important role in the transmission dynamic of infec-

tious diseases since their presence hinders eradication of these diseases (Kalajdzievska

& Li, 2011). A model developed by Kalajdzievska and Li (2011) described the effect

ofcarriers in transmission dynamic of infectious diseases. From the model, it was indi-

cated that testing and increasing awareness of carriers will have much greater impact

OIlthe diseases control than increasing vaccination rates. The model indicated that.

susceptible population can be infected to become a carrier (asymptomatic) or shows

sympt.oms (become infect.ed) though at different rates. Carriers on the other hand

call remain on their state for life or develop to show symptoms. The model however

did not take into consideration the fact that a recovered individual can gain tempo-

rarv iunuuuitv, Our proposed model incorporates t.he role of carriers in a similar way,

but ill addition, we will consider possibility of carriers of Streptococcus Pneumoniae

acquire temporal immunity after recovery (Ghosh & Clements, 1992; Ekman et al.,

1993; Rosenow, 1920). It was strongly supported by Duora et. al. (2000) that the

presence of carriers of Streptococcal pyogenes bacteria makes the population to be

highly vulnerable to streptococcal infections.

2.3 Modeling the dynamics of Streptococcal infec-
tion

Doura et. al (2000) developed two models for the transmission dynamics of streptococ-

cus infect.ion III the first model, the population was divided into three compartments

that. is: susceptible (S), infected (I) and carriers(C. In the model, they suggested

that susceptible individual can be infect-co by either carriers or infected individual.

The infected individuals could change their status to become a susceptible or a car-

rier while carrier on the at her hand can develop symptoms to become infected. The

model assumes t.liat a susceptible individual can only become a carrier or vice versa
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by passing through the infected class. The schematic diagram for the first model is

shown ill Figure 2.1.

A

131

I-----../ ..d

1---- ..•nC

Figure 2..1: First SIS model of Streptococcal disease proposed by Duora et. al.

(2000)

The findings of the first model showed that the carrier class is significant in propagat-

ing the epidemic. The model that. we developed in t.his study consider that carriers

recover from inversion without necessarily being infected. This is referred to as clear-

ing of the bacteria from the body before it invades (Ghosh & Clements, 1992; Ekman

et al., 1YY3; Rosenow, HJ20) all t.he other hand we consider a situation where individ-

ual who can change their status from susceptible to carrier without passing through

infected class.

.'

In the second model represented by schematic diagram in Figure 2.2 the population

was divided into four compartments i.e. susceptible (S), Infected individuals directly

from susceptible (I,), Infected individuals directly from carriers (Ie) and Carriers (C).

III this case the suscept il.l. individual can be infected and return to the susceptible

class again without necessarily passing through the carrier class, The model also di-
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vides the (I) int.o Infected susceptible (I8)' Infected carriers (IJ. It is indicated that

the two diseased classes (Infected susceptible (is) and Infected carriers (Ie)) do not

have any epidemiological difference apart from the rate at which they transmit the

disease (Brueggemann & Doern, 2000; Gray et al., 1980; Greenwood, 1999; Bruegge-

mann et aI., 2003; Pessoa, 2010; Fonseca et al., 1996; McKenzie, 1999; Darboe et al.,

2010). Hence in our proposed model, we will combine the two classes and refer it to

as infected class.

J1-Ie pM,

C

E

(1 - p)OIc (1 - q)a- Is

!3~ + "Is:;
A Is

qoIs

Figure 2.2: Second SIS model of Streptococcal disease proposed by Doura et. al.

(2000)

.-
«T ••

,·\j:~·r.:\ .

The results of the second model indicated that if the probability of Infected carrier

recovering to the carriers class is zero (p = 0), t.hen the dynamics of C -t L; and

Ie ~ S is rapid hence the population is likely tobe disease free ..

In both models, Doura et. al. (2000) assumed that the individual does not develop

immunity to the infection after recovery which is contrary to other findings (Ekman

et al., 1~~3;Ghosh & CkIIICllt:;, l~n; Rosenow, 1~20) who strongly supported that

once an individual has recovered, they can gain temporary immunity (Ekman et al.,
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1993;Ghosh &: Clements, 1992).

The model that we develop here uses SIRS-C instead of SIS and incorporate the

impact of temporary immunity of the infected and carrier individuals wit.hin a pop-

ulation. Despite the availability of the control strategies of streptococcus infections

(Appelbaum, 2003; Adegbola et al., 1999; Schluger, 2006), non of the strategies was

considered by Daura et. a1.(2000) ill their model. We build on the model proposed

by Daura d. a1.(2000) and incorporates the control strategies to assess their impact

in the transmission dynamic of the disease.

A stochastic model for pneumonia in children based on a Portuguese day care center

was developed by (Pessoa, 2010). In the model, data from a one-year longitudinal

on the state of colonization by Streptococcus pneumoniae in children attending a day

care in Lisboa was used. A conceptual model was built for pneumococcus tr~nsmis-

sion which considered genot.ype colonizations and clearance as independents on the

number of carriers, the number of non-carriers and the value of four parameters: the

clearance rate /1, the within-group transmission parameter /3, the community rate of

acquisition r; and the between-genotypes competition parameter 1>. These parameters

were estimated using Bayesian inference. Colonizations and clearances were modeled

as Poisson processes and the joint. post.erior probability dist.ributions of the models

paramet~rs were estimated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling. .The paste-

rioi mean for the transmission parameters were 0.5974 for /3, 0.0107 for K, 0.6280 for

dJ and O.30SV for 11 (Pessoa, 2010). Pessoa simulated the data using the posterior

estimates.

The model assumed that a child carrying a strain of the bacteria cannot be colonized

by the same strain. This assumption is contrary to the approach that we used in our

model since from biological literature, it is indicated, that one can be recolonized by

the same bacteria (Schiffman & Melissa, 2010). Re-colonization by other genotypes of

the bacteria was also taken int.o consideration in the model, though it had a drawback
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since the model did not distinguish between high rates of re-colonizations and low

rater;of clearance.

2.4 Mathematical model for disease dynamics with
vaccination

A mathematical model of disease dynamics with vaccination was proposed by Wiah

and 'Adetunde (2010). The model had the population divided into 5 compartments

uamely: Susceptible, Infected, Carriers, Vaccinated and Recovered (S-C-I- V-R model).

A proportion of the susceptible class is vaccinated, however the vaccine may wane or

fail to confer immunity to all the vaccinated individuals. Their findings showed t.hat

during the initial days. there was a very sharp drop of the susceptible while other

populations increased. Many people tend to relax after the initial shock of the dis-

ease threat. As people continue to get vaccines the disease is controlled. The model

assumed that people cannot be re-infected neither can the infected die of the disease.

Howeverwe developed a model of transmission with vaccination that also considers

reinfection.

Lamb et. al. (2011), developed a simple mathematical model for genetic effects of

pneumococcal carriage and transmission. They examined the relationshipbetween
~ •••••• , t, .~,",,::~ .• r;> .' '. ".

the sequence types (genetic material found-in the serotype) and serotype where a

sequence type is able to manifest itself in one vaccine serotype and one none vaccine

serotype. The population under study was subdivided into four compartments: those

unvaccinated susceptible to carriage of sequence type 1, those unvaccinated carrying,

sequence type 1, those vaccinated susceptible to carriage of sequence type 1 and those

vaccinated carrying sequence type l. The model considered only one sequence type

and two serotype of streptococcus and assumed that transmission is determined by

sequence type but not t lit' serotype and also that the vaccine is wholly effective against
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serotype 1 but completely ineffective against serotype 2. This was a simple model

and provided a building block for more complex ones.

The improvement of the work of Lamb et.. al. (2011) was done by Greenhalgh et.

al. (2011), They examined a mathematical model for transmission of Streptococcus

Ptieunionuie amongst young children when the carriage transmission is dependent on

serotype. Their model considered two sequence types where each sequence type can

manifest itself in two serotype, Their findings indicated that if the effective reproduc-

tive number is less than or equal to one, there exists a carriage free equilibrium, and

carriage will die out despite starting value. For effective reproductive number more

than one, then there exist two carriage equilibria for the two serotype, unless the

effective reproductive number of the two serotype are equal. In this study, we model

the dynamics with availability of more than two serotype of streptococcus that are

responsible for invasion (Brueggemann et al., 2003; Brueggemann & Doern, 2000).

We will not consider the effect of sequence type in our model. The availability of

vaccines for multiple serotype (Brueggemann & Doern, 2000; Jamison et al., 2006;

Schluger, 2006; Coen et al., UJ9S; Adegbola et al., 1ygy) motivates this study to

model the dynamics of pneumonia with the assumption that all the invasive serotype

ran be present in the population.

2.5 Mathematical model for disease dynamics with
treatment .- ,

\, .. ~,'

The effective administration of treatment strategy is well understood with mathemat-

ical models. Castillo-Chavez ami Feug (lY95) ill their paper formulated one strain

and two strain TB models with the aim of determining the possible mechanism that

may allow for survival and spread on naturally resistant strain of TB. Their findings

indicated that the non-antibiotic co-existence is possible but rare for resistant strains

while co-existence was \\'dain with strain that are as a result of lack of compliance
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with antibiotic treatment. The model that we developed in this study focus on the

effectof mistreatment.

Another model that. was suggested by Rosenberg et al., (2007) described how the

biological processes taking place within a patient over time can be used to design

adaptive treatment strategies. They used the treatment strategies for human im-

inuuodeficiency virus Type-1 (HIV) infection. They argued that adaptive treatment

strategies is the most promising STI strategies. The model represented how biological

mechanisms governing the interaction over time between HIV and a patients immune

system and how control methods applied to these models can be used to design adap-

tive STI strategies seeking' to maintain long-term suppression of the virus. Their

results indicated that when such mathematical representations of processes underly-

ing a disease or disorder are available, they can be an important tool for suggesting

adaptive treatment strategies for clinical studies. The 'model that developed here as-

sessed the optimal antibiotic administration which is efficient in clearing the bacteria.

III this study therefore we used a deterministic mathematical model that builds on

the work of Doura et. al. (2000) for the basic pneumonia model and the work of

Wiah and Adetuude (2010) by incorporating control strategies to assess their impact

on the transmission dynamic of the disease. These models explains the transmission

dynamics of pneumonia, the effects of prophylaxis and its cont.rol strategies. We have

also used MCMC simulation and Kernel density estimation to assess the transmission

parameter.
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Chapter 3

THE BASIC TRANSMISSION MODEL FOR
PNEUMONIA

3.1 Introduction

The model formulated here considers the transmission dynamics of pneumonia within

population in four compartments (Susceptible, Infected, Carriers and Recovered).

The model represent a basic transmission dynamics of pneumonia and does not incor-

porate any specific prevention strategy. The model is then analyzed to determine the

threshold parameters and obtain optimal conditions necessary for controlling pneu-

monia.

3.2 Model Description and Formulation

The basic model is formulated with t.he population under st.udy being divided int.o

compartments. Based on the model developed by Doura et al, (2000), we will use a

SIRS-C framework to describe the disease transmission. This means that the disease

call be transmitted between Susceptible, Infectious, Recovered and back to Suscep-

tible again. In some cases the disease is transmitted through Susceptible, Carriers,

Infectious, Recovered and hack to Susceptible. The total population size at. t.ime

t denoted N(t) is divided into four compartments according to their disease status

namely; Susceptible (S(t)), Infected (J(t)) , Carriers (C(t)) and Recovered (R(t)). A

summary of the variable are described are shown in Table 3.1

2')
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Table 3 I: Variables for the basic pneumonia model..

Variable Description

S(t) Number of susceptible Individuals

I(t) Number of Infected Individuals

C(t) Number of Carrier Individuals

R(t) Number of Recovered Individuals

The susceptible population can be increased by new recruitment. of individuals t.hrough

eit.her birth or immigration at a rate v or when the recovered infective individuals

lose their immunity and rejoin the susceptible. We assume that all the individuals

who are recruited into the population exclude the infected immigrants because most

people who are sick do not travel. The susceptible can either be infected by either

carriers or by symptomatically infected individual wit.h a force of infection A. A newly

infected individual can either become a carrier with a probability p or show disease

symptoms with a probability (1- p). The carriers can develop disease symptoms and

become symptomatically infectious (McKenzie, 1999) at a rate 7f or recover to gain.

immunity against the bacteria at an average rate (3. The infected individuals on the

other hand can recover at. a percapita rate of 1] or die from the disease at a rate 0:.

However recovery of the infected individuals may result to completely clearing all the

bacteria from the body with a probability q to gain immunity against the bacteria

or changing their status to asymptomatic state (carrier state) after infection period

with a probability (1 - q) (Tacio, 2011; Division of Disease Control, 2006). Since the

immune developed is temporary. there is a chance of reinfection according to research

by (Ghosh &; Clements, 199'2; Ekman et al., 1993; Rosenow, 1920). The rate of losing

the immunity is denoted by J. We denote the natural percapita mortality rate by

u: The natural percapita mortality rate is assumed to be the same ill all the classes.

The parameters described here are summarized in Table 3.2.
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Table 3 2' Description of the parameters used in the basic pneumonia model..

Parameter Description

II Recruit.ment rate into the susceptible class
,\ Force of infection due to Carriers

p Probability of a newly infected individual being a Carrier

rr Rate at which Carriers become symptomatically infectious

T) Rate of recovery from the symptomatically infect.ious

q Probability of gaining temporary immunity after recovering

from infectious class.

er Per capita disease-induced death rate

J Per capita rate of loss of immunit.y

J.L Per capita death rate

(3 Recovery rate of carriers and gaining partial immunity

Using the variables in Table 3.1 parameters described in Table 3.2, we represent the

disease transmission using (3.1)

d~~t) = 1/ + 6R(t) - (>. + J-L)S(t)

d~~t) = (1 - p)>'S(t) + 7f'C(t) - (/1. + C\' + 'ry)J(t)

d~it) = pAS(t) + (1 - Q)'f7J(t) - (J-L+ 7f'+ (3)C(t)

d~it) = (j'f]J(t) + {3C(t) - (J-L+ S)R(t)

(3.1)

Let.11: be the contact rate and P be the probability that a contact is effective to cause

all infection. Then, t.he force of infection>. is given by;

A = .t/J (I(t) + cC(t))
N(t)

(3.2)

where 'lj; = ",p is t.he effective contact rate and e ~ 1 account for the relative in-

fectiousness of individuals in the Carriers (C) class in comparison to those in the

infect.ious (1) class (Dome) et al., 2000) and 7/-' is the efficient contact rate given by
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.Ij! = K.P

Substituting (3.2) into (3.1), we obtain,

d~;t) = !I + i5R(t) -1jJ ~\tj)S(t) -1jJE~~~~S(t) - p,S(t)

d~~t) = (1 - p)1jJ~~tj)S(t) + (1 - p)1jJE~(~~S(t) + 7rC(t) - (p, + a + TJ)I(t)

d~;t) = plj; J~\?)S(t) + (Y!/.IE~mS(t) + (1- q)T}I(t) - (p, + 7r + f3)C(t)

d~~I) = qr)J(t) + f3C(t) - (f.l + (5)R(t)

(3.3)

The compartmental diagram that corresponds to (3.1) is shown in Figure 3.1.

p)..

f.l

(l-p) ).. qT}

p,

Figure 3.1: Basic compartmental model for pneumonia transmission

The total population size N(t) call be determined using (3.4). The rate of change

of the population size is determined by adding all the equations in (3.3) resulting to

(3.;))

N(t) = S(t) + J(t) + C(t) + R(t) (3.4)

cJ!'dt(t) :..-c dS(t) + dI(t) + dC(t) + dR(t)
dt dt dt dt

d~?) =!I - aJ(t) - p,N(t)
(3.5)

We assume that. all the state variables and parameters of the model which monitors

the transmission dynamics me positive at time t (Vt > 0), and will therefore be
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analyzed in a suitable region. The variables in Table 3.1 have the initial conditions

givenby:

5(0) = 50 ~ 0

J(O)=Jo~O

C(O) = Co ~ 0

R(O) = Ro = 0

N(O) = No ~ 0

(3.6)

3.3 Analysis of the Basic model

To make biological sense, the human populations described in (3.1) at various as-

sociated state variables arc non-negative for all time t > O. Then solution set.

{S(t),I(t), C(t), R(t), N(t)} is positive for all t ~ 0

3.3.1 Boundedness of Solutions

Based on biological considerations, (3.1) will be studied in the following region:

9 =: {(S'(t), tu; cu: R(t)) E lR~ : 0 S; N(t) S; ~}

The solutions for (3.1) are contained in the region 9 since

d:?l = 1/ - aJ(t) - f.lN(t) )

=? d:;t) S; 1/ - f.lN(t)

=? JV(t) S; ~ + (No - ~)e-'Lt)

(3.7)

Then, 8.'3 l. -7 oc, we have

limHoo N(t)N(t) < limHoo N(t) I!.. + (No - I!..)e-iLt) }
- iL JL

=? limt--+rx>N (t) < I!..
- I'

(3.8)
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Usingresults in (3.8) and the fact that N(t) 2 0 at any time t, we have

vo ::; N(t) ::; -
J.L

(3.9)

whichimplies that N(t) is bounded and all the solutions starting in g approach, enter

or stay ill g.

3.3.2 Basic reproduction number Ro

The basic reproduction number is defined as the average number of secondary cases

produced by a single infectious individual over his infectious period in au entire sus-

ceptible population denoted as Ro. The next generation operator method (Driessche

& Watmough, 2002; Diekmann et al., 1990; Diekmann & Heesterbeek, 2000) is used

to calculate the basic reproductive number. As described by (Driessche & Watmough,

2002), rearranging the equations in (3.3) beginning with the diseased classes I and C

followedby the uuinfected classes Sand R, we obtain system (3.10)

d~;t) = (1 - p)?j; ~W)S(t) + (1 - p)?j;c~~~~S(t) + 7rC(t) - (J.L + a + 77)I(t)

d~;t) = p'ljJ~W)S(t) + p'l/Jc~i!~S(t) + (1 - q)1JI(t) - (p. + 7r + (3)C(t)

dS(t) = v + 0 R(t) - W I(t) S(t) - ibe C(t) S(t) - IIS(t)dl " N(t) 'f/ N(t) r:

d~~t) = qr,J(t) + (3C(t) - (J.L + c5)R(t)

(3.10)

Let. F; be the rate of appearance of new infections into the class or coinpartineut i

and Vi = Vi- - vt ' where Vi~ is the rate of transfer of individuals out of compartment

i, and vt if) the rate of transfer of individuals into compartment i by all ot.her. The

difference (F.; - Vi) is the rate of transfer in compartment i. Lets also define, hI to be

the rate of transfer of individuals out of infectious class and liz be the rate of transfer

of individuals out of Carrier class where; hI = J.L + (y + 1Jand h2 = J.L + 7r + /3.

Then,

F.; = ( (1 - p)?j;J + (1 - p)'ljJcC 1
p'l/JJ + PE?j;C

(3.11)
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(3.12)

F, and V can now be computed by finding the partial derivative of the elements in

the F, and Vi respectively with respect to I and C as shown in (3.13) and (3.14).

F = ( (1 - p)V' (1 - p)'lj;E )

pl}; p'lj;c:

(3.13)

(3.14)

FV-1 is computed as (3.15)

(

1f;(1_P)[h2+(1_Q)E1)]
hlh2-(1-q)7r1)

FV-1 =

p1b[h2+(1-q)E1)]
hlh2-(1-q)7r'T)

1f;(1-p) [7r+Eh1])
hlh2-(1-q)7r1)

p1b[7T+Eh1]
hI h2 - (l-q )7r17

(3.15)

The eigenvalues of the matrix FV-1 are;

(3.16)

Now Ro is obtained by definition as the spectral radius (dominant eigenvalue) of the

matrix FV-I In other words, it is the absolute largest value of FV-1.

(3.17)

The Ro abow represents the total number of secondary pneumonia infections caused

l.Jy a single infected iudi viJual introduced into all entirely susceptible group. It is
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directly proportional to the effective rate of contact 'lj; and it consist of two terms.

The first term is 4' ( piehl +7r) ) which represents the Humber of secondary infectionsh1h2-(1-q)m) ,

caused by one carrier in a population and 'lj; ((1~;l~h~~~0~:'7))which represent the

number of secondary infections caused by one infect.ed individual in a population.

The value of Ro < 1 is an indication that a disease will possibly be controlled.

Therefore a strategy of reducing the number of new secondary infections by reducing

the value of the basic reproduction number, Ro may be considered. Rewriting (3.17)

as,

is an evidence that. Ro is directly proportional to the contact rate K, and to the mean

time spent in the diseased classes. (~I+Q+1))(J.L+J+7r)-(l-q)m)' The implication of reducing

the contact rate i.e, I'\. --* 0 and mean time spent in the diseased classes ensures that

the basic reproduction number reduces towards zero, Ro --* O. It is possible to reduce

mean time spent. in the diseased classes when the transfer rates between the Carrier

and the Infect.ed classes are reduced (i.e. 7r --* 0 and q --* 1) and when the transfer

rate out from the diseased classes are increased (i.e. TJ, f3 --* OG). This indicates that

quarantine (where possible), prompt and effective case detection and treatment of

carriers and infected individuals may lead to possible reduction of the new infections

to zero.

3.3.3 Equilibrium states of the system

Let.E = {S*, 1*, C', R*} be a set of solution at the equilibrium point for (3.3). Then

at equilibrium points. we equate the right hand side of the equations in (3.3) to zeros
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obtaining (3.18)

l/ + i5R(t) - 'lj;~~;)S(t) - 4)E~mS(t) - fJ's(t) = 0

(1- p)V' !~W)S(t) + (1 - p)'lj;E~i!~S(t) + KC(t) - (J.L + a + 'T])I(t) = 0

p'V) ~\?)S(t) + P'V)E~~~~S(t) + (1 - q)'TII(t) - (J.L + 1f + (3)C(t) = 0

q1JI(t) + (3C(t) - (J.L + c5)R(t) = 0

(3.18)

When system (3.18) is solved simultaneously, it has two equilibrium points namely:

the disease-free equilibrium and the endemic equilibrium point.

We denote the disease-free equilibrium (DFE) by Eo and it is defined as a steady

state solutions of (3.18) when there is absence of disease i.e. (the diseased classed

(infectious and the carriers) are equal to zero, hence

(3.19)

To obtain the endemic equilibrium E" of the System (3.3), we solve the system (3.18)

and obtain E" = is-,», C", Re} which call be expressed ill terms of Ro as shown ill

(3.20)

(3.20)

C" = (,LH)((1-p)(1-q)1)+h1P)(Ro-l)v
Ro((ILH)(h2hl-(1-q)1r 1)-6 (p(1)11'q+hlfJ)+(l-p)(1) qh2+(1-q)1) .8)))

Ie _ (0+1')(11'p+(l-p)h~)(Ro-l)v
- Ro( (0+IL)(h2hl -( 1-,,)7r1)-6 (p(7r </1)+hl13)+(l-p)(l) '1h2+(1-</)1) 13»)

He _ (p())7rq+h,.8)+(-p+l)(h~q1)+(l-q)1)13))(Ro-l)v
- R,,((0+1,)(h2h, -(1-q)7rl)-6 (p(lr q1)+h,13)+(l-p)(1)qh~+(l-q)1) (3»)
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Uniqueness of the Equilibrium states

When we substitute the set of solutions of Eo into (3.3), we obtain similar results as

in (3.18), hence DFE is an equilibrium point.

It is easy to show that the endemic equilibrium in (3.20)is indeed unique when Ro > 1.

Consider

(1 - p)'IjJ!f:t(I + cC) + 7rC - hl1 > 0

Vt/J!f:t(I + cC) + (1 - q)7]1 - h2C > 0
(3.21)

From the first inequality of (3.21) we have that

using the fact !f:t < 1

1 (1 - p)'ljJ1 + (1 - p)'ljJc:C + 7rC
< hI (3.22)

and from t.he second inequality of (3.21) we have that

C p'ljJ1 + (1 - q)T}1
< h2 - p'ljJc (3.23)
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substit.uting (3.23) into (3.22), we have that

p'1jJI + (1 - q)TJI]
(1 - p)'l/JI + [(1 - p)'l/Je: + n] h2 _ PtPe:

I < --------'h-
1

-~--=----'--'-----"'-

Thatis
1 < (1 - p)'1jJI + [(1 - p)'1jJe: + n][p'l/JI + (1 - q}1]I]

li, h2 - h1p'I/Je:

Thatis
(3.24)

Ro> 1

Thus a unique endemic equilibrium exist when Ro > 1 .

3.4 Stability Analysis

In stability analysis, we examine the long term behavior of the spread of disease.

In particular, we look for conditions necessary for persistence and eradication of the

disease

3.4.1 Local stability of the disease-free equilibrium Eo

We prove the local stability of the disease free equilibrium by stating and proving
Lemma 3.4.1

Lemma 3.4.1 {Castillo-Clunicz (j Sony, 2004), The the disease-free equilibrium (Eo)
of (3.25) below is loccll, I/symptotically stable whenever Ro < 1 and unstable when
!4J > 1.
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dS(t) _ -R(. ) ,I(t) C'() , C(t) C'( ) S( .)-;It - 1/ + (} t - 1/; N(t) ,J t - t/;E N(t) ,J t - f.L t

d~;t) = (1 - p)1/; ~W)S(t) + (1 - p)1/;E~mS(t) + 7rC(t) - (f.L+ 0: + 'r7)I(t)

d~;t) = VI/I ~W)S(t) + vt/JE~mS(t) + (1 - q)rJI(t) - (f.L+ 7r + {3)C(t)

d~;t) = qTJI(t) + (3C(t) - (f.L+ 15)R(t)

(3,25)

Proof Consider the jacobian matrix for the Model (3,3) at Eo is given as

-J.1. -1/; -1/;E 15

0 -b, 7r 0
J(Eo) = and

0 (1 - q)TJ -b« 0

0 qrJ f3 -(J.1. + 15)

Trace [J(Eo)] = -(2f.L + s + 11,1 + h2) < 0 }

Det [J(Eo)] = J.1.(c5+ f.L)[h1h2 - (1 - q)7r'r]] > 0
(3,26)

Since the parameters u, 15, hI and h2 are all positive, then -(2J.1. + 15 + hI + h2) < 0,

Therefore Trace [J(Eo)] < 0, Ou the other hand Det [J(Eo)] call be expressed as:

But, Ro can never be negative and numerator {p[Eh1 +7r]+(1-p)[h2+(1-q)ErJ]} is

positive, This implies that Dei [J(Eo)] > 0, since J.1.(r5+f1')> 0 and [h1h2-(1-q)7rTJ] >

O.

The solutions in (3,26) implies that Eo is locally asymptotically stable whenever

Ro < 1

3.4.2 Global asymptotic stability of the disease-free equilib-
rium Eo

For a global stability we use the theorem by Castillo-Chavez & Song (2004), We

rewrite the system (3.1) as;
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[~~= T(X, Z)

~7= G(X, Z), G(X, 0) = 0
(3.28)

where X = (5, R) and Z = (1, C) with X E ]R2 denoting the number of uninfected

individuals including the susceptible and recovered and Z E ]R2 denoting the number

of infected individuals including the carriers and infectious and Eo denote the disease

freeequilibrium given by

Eo= (X',O),X* = (~,o) (3.29)

The following are the conditions that must be met for global asymptotic stability.

1. For dd; = T(X, 0), x· is global asymptotic stability (GAS)

2. G(X. Z) = HZ - G(X, Z), G(X, Z) 2:: Ofor(X, Z) E (12

where H = DzG(X' ,0) is an Metzler Matrix, and G is t.he region where the model

make biological sense, If the system (3.28) satisfies the conditions above, then theorem

belowholds.

Theorem 3.4.2 (Castillo-Chavez fj Song, 2004) The disease free equilibrium is a
globally asymptotically stable equilibrium. of system (S. 28) provided Ro :S 1 (1.a. s]
that the two conditions above are satisfied.

Proof If the model (3.1) is re-writ.t.en as 3.28 then

T(X, 0) ~ [ v -o"S 1 (3.30)

G(X, Z) = HZ - G(X. Z), (3.31)
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H = [ (1 - p)'lj; - (J.L + a + "7) (1 - P )'lj;f. + tt 1
pt + (1 - q)TJ t'lj;p - (J.L + 7f + /3)

(3.32)

Then

'" r (1 - ~) (1 - p) 'lj; (f. C + F) ]
G(X, Z) =

(1 - ~) p'lj; (f. C + F)
(3.33)

Since ~ S; 1 Then G(X, Z) > O. The two conditions are met.

3.4.3 Bifurcation analysis and Local Stability of the Endemic
Equilibrium

A bifurcation is a qualitative change in the nature of the solution trajectories due to a

parameter change. The point at which this change takes place is called a bifurcation

point, At the bifurcation point, a number of equilibrium points, or their stability

properties, or hoth, change. When Ro < 1, the infectious disease will not invade

the population unless ot.herwise. We prove by using Center Manifold theorem the

possibility of bifurcation at Ro = l.

. SENO UNIVERS\"v\
Let.S = :II, I = :[;2, C = 13 and R = ,14, so that N = Xl ~2J$ ":1:3 G'E4, ~:~f~RA RY_
(3 10) . . . I f \ S.· -. IS re-written in t ie orm: _~

(3.34)

Suppose that we choosee, as a bifurcation parameter. Then by using (3.17), we solve
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~J" at Ro = 1 as:

'l/Jc = f.L2 + f.L ex + WT/ + 7r f.L + 7r ex + fJ f.L + (3 ex + fJ 77 + 77 q7r

P t /-1 + P t ex + /-1, + tt + (3 + oJ - 07 q - P /-1, - P (3 + P 07 q
(3.35)

The linearization matrix of (3.34) at a disease free Equilibrium (Eo) corresponding

to '1/; = 'I/)c is given by:

J(Eo) 11/1=<1><= J1I;" where

It is evident that zero is a simple eigenvalue of J1/1" A right eigenvector (w) bf J'Ij;"

associated with the zero eigenvalues is then computed as W = (WI, W2, W3, 'w4f where

'l1J - _ (t£(O+t,+a)({3+7r+t')+I'!} (1,+{3+0 (pq+l-q)+7rq)+o a (1'+7r+J3-p{3)-O {3 p ,,)W3 'Ill
1 - (a p+(pq+l-q)!}+p ")("H),, 3

W2 = (7r+(l-p)(IL+{3)) 'Ill
p(a+I,)+(pq+l-q)7) 3

W3 = W3

W - (I) ({3+r. q+I' q(I-p))+p{3 (a+IL)) W
4 - (,LH)(p (a+I,)+(pq+ l-q)I)) 3

and a left eigenvector (V) of JI/)c corresponding to the zero eigenvalues is given by

VI = 0
V = ((I-g),,!} +,,+r.+JJl V

2 f!}+n+fa+"" 3

We now reproduce the t lu-orein stated by Castillo-Chavez and SOIlg (2004) ,
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Theorem 3.4.3 (Castillo-Chavez & Song, 2004). Consider the following general
system of ordinary differential equations with parameter ¢

~; = f(x, ¢), f : R" X JR and f E C2(JRn x JR)

where 0 is an equilibrium point of the system ( that is f(O, ¢) == 0 for all <p) and
aSSllme:

1. A = D,J(O, 0)= (~(O; 0)) is the linearization matru: of the system around the
J

equilibrium point ° with ¢ evaluated at 0;

2. Zero is a simple eigenvalue of A and all other eigenvalues of A have negative
real parts

S Matri.TA has a right eigenvector wand a left eigenvector v corresponding to the
zero eiqenualue.

Let h be the kth component of f and

a

(3.37)

(3.36)

b

Then the local dynamics of system 1 around the x=O are totally determined by a
and b. Particuloruj,

1. a > U. b > 0, when ¢ < 0 unih. II¢II « 1, (0,0) is locally asyrnptotically sta-
ble and there exists a positive unstable equilibrium; when 0 < <p « 1, (0; 0) is
unstable and there exists a negative and locally asymptotically stable equilibrium.

2. a. < 0, b < 0, when ¢ < 0 with II¢II « 1, (0,0) is unstable; when 0 < ¢ « 1,
(0; 0) is locally asymptotically stable and there exists exists a positive unstable
equilibrium.
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3. a> 0, b < O. when <P < 0 with 11<p11 « 1, (0,0) is unstable and there exists locally
asymptotically stable equilibrium; when 0 < ¢ « 1, (0; 0) stable and positive
unstable equilibrium appears.

4- a < 0, b > 0, when ¢ changes from negative to positive, x=O changes its sta-
bility from stable to unstable. Correspondingly, a negative unstable equilibrium
becomes locally asymptotically stable

The algebraic calculation from Theorem 3.4.3 are shown in the working below.

~ __ 2 {l-p),p1-L
OX20X2 - v'
~ __ (J-p)(1+E),ptL
ox~o:r3 - v '
~ __ (1-p),p1-L
O:qO:H - v

~ __ 2(1-p)'l/JI-LE
iJ:C3c'J:l:;j - v

~--~
OX20X2 - v
~ __ /J1!Jt.(l-E)
OX20X3 - v

~-_e:I!.i!:
oX28x4 - v

{)2 b __ 2pI/Jt.E
i):t3{):q - v

~-_!!!I!..i
oX38x4 - Xl

o'2h __ (l-p)'l/JI-LE
il:c30:C4 - v

The rest of the second derivatives that are in (3.36) and (3.37) are all zero. Hence,

a ((1 - q)E T1+ hdv3J(8
E 'I + 1f + E Q + J.£ c

2 ](47/; {J (I•.."s + ](6 + K7 )1'3J.£ wl
K/(J.£ + <5)v

(3.38)

where
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/<,'j p(/1,+Cl')+(pq+1-q)7)

K2 = 7r+(l-p)(p+,B)

K3 7) (,B+'7fq+pq{l-p))+p,B(p+a)

hi f3 + '7f + P

(-r7 q - ,B + a) p + (1 - q) 77 + hI

/1,( t'T7 + P t 0: + '7f - P /1, (1 - (.)) + £5(to 7) + P t 0: + '7f - P P (1 - t))

fl' (£5 + ,B + 7r) - 77 qe c5 (1 - p)

7)q7r + ,B''7 +,B £5+ f1.''7Q (1 - f) (1 - p)
2 W32J(22(1-p)'<f;p + 2 W32J(2(l+E(1-p)),p/L + 2 W32J(2J(3(1-p)w/L + 2 W32(1-p)'Iji/LE

K12V «.» KI2(~L+O)V v

+2 'W32K3(l-p)'</J~L
(~L+c5)h'lV

K4 =

1\'5

K6

K-I

Ks =

SinceK1, K2, K3, K4, K5• 1-<.'6,K7, Ks and h2 > 0 then

a<O

b V3W3 (7r + P + ,B - p p - p,B + E a p + E P P + E 7) P q + E 7) - E ''7q) 2

(c'7 + '7f + fa + p E)(a p + P P + 7) pq + (1 - q) 'T]) (3.39)
b > 0

Usingthe results in Theorem 3.4.3, the results in (3.38) and (3.39)indicate that there is

a forward bifurcation at 7f; = v: and there exist at least one locally asymptomatically

stable endemic equilibrium when Ro > 1

Using the parameter values in Table 3.3, a trans critical (forward) bifurcation occurs

at 1/J = v; = 0.47,(Ro = 1). This implies that there is only one stable equilibrium

point. if Ro < 1 (disease-free equilibrium) which is unstable when R > 1 and a low

endemicity when Ro is slightly above one. The result also implies that there call ouly

be one stable endemic equilibrium when Ro > 1. Figure 3.2 (a) and (b).
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Figure 3.2: Forward bifurcation diagram in (a) plane I,Ro and in (b) plane I,'lj;

The continuous line represent a stable equilibrium. There are two stable equilibriums

(disease free equilibrium for Ro < 1 and an endemic equilibrium for Ro > 1). The dot-

ted line represent the unstable disease free equilibrium. The basic pneumonia model

that is analyzed here has two infectious classes (Carriers and Infected). In such mod-

els with multi-group infectious classes, forward bifurcation commonly exist (Dushoff

et al., 1998). This could be the reason for the existence of forwards bifurcation. A

justification of controlling pneumonia by reducing the Ro is indicated by the forward

bifurcation results in the numerical analysis. In the presence of a forward bifurcation

implies that, a disease can be cleared from the population by just reducing the Ro

below 1.

3.4.4 Sensitivity analysis of R;

We determine the impact of the parameters on R; responsible for transmission dy-

namics of the disease. Consider a case where the the proportion of diseased classes

(Infect.ed and Carriers) reduced through increasing their rates of transfer out of the

classes the value R; will reduce. This can be shown easily when we consider the
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diseasedclasses separately.

The rates of transfer out of the infected Class (hI = J.L + 0: + TJ) and out. of the carrier

class (h2 = j1. + 7r + (3) are used to assess their impact on RD. Increasing the rates hI

and h2 one at a time will ensure that the population of infected and carrier individuals

are reduced respectively and hence an effect on RD. As in Sharomi et aL,(2008), we

caneasily show this by finding the limits of the Ro as hI and h2 tends to infinity. Thus

Emf;
liin Ro = -h > 0

hl-4oo 2
(3.40)

lim Ro = (1 - p)'Ij; > 0
11.2-400 hI (3.41)

From the results ill (3.40)and (3.41), the disease is cleared from the population if

!to ::; 1 i. e. e p'lj; ::; h2 and (1 - p)'I/; :s: lis- These are strategies that can be used

to prevent and epidemic of pneumonia. Since hI and h2 are functions of 0:, TJ, J.L and

(3, It, 7r respectively, it is biologically possible to change the values of hI and h2 through

changing the values of TJ and j3 respectively. We therefore perform a sensitivity anal-

ysis 011 the Ro with respect to TJ and (3.

It can clearly be shown that from (3.17),

1· R E'Ij;(l - q + pq) 0
rm 0 = >

1)-400 7r q + j3 + J.L
(3.42)

and
. ~1(1 - p)

lim Ro = > 0
{3-400 J.L + 0' + TJ

(3.43)

Thus a sufficient effective recovery rat.e of carriers ((3 -+ 00) and infective (TJ -+ 00

) call lead to effective disease control if the RHS of Equations (3.43) and (3.42) are
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lessthan unity. The plot of Ro with respect to fJ and 17 are shown in Figure 3.3.

MASENO UNIVERSITY!
S.G. S. LIBRARY
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Figure 3.3: Reproduction number as a function of recovery rates.

Strategy focusing only on the recovery of the carriers (-T) = 0) may not be significant

ill controlling the outbreak of pneumonia, despite a significant reduction ill Ro from

15,000 to 12,000. On the other hand, employing a strategy that focusses on the

recoveryof both infected ((3 > 0) and carriers ('T) > 0) will be significant in controlling

the outbreak of pneumonia (Ro reduces from 15,000 to < 1). Using the results in

(3.4:3), with p = 0, that. is the recruitment to carrier class is 0, then it makes biological

sense that as t ---+ 00, carrier is always zero because of the death rate (Doura et al.,

2000). Therefore the basic reproduction number expressed in (3.17) leads to (3.44)

which is a standard Ro for a SIR model,

(3.44)

Wegenerat.e more matliem.it ical insight by performing further sensitivity analysis on

the recovery rates. Here again we apply the approach used by Sharomi et al. (2008)
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to carry out the partial derivative of the Ro with respect to the recovery parameters

(13 and 7]). giving

?!.&J.-
81) -

"if;(pe+(l-p)(l-q)E) )
(,£+7T+{,)(,£+a+1)- (l-q)1) 7T

'if;(p (7T+e (,£+a+',))+(l-p)(,£+7r+.8+(l-q)1) e»(f.£+7T+.8-(l-q)7T)
«,£+7r+.8)(,£+O:+1)- (l-q)1) 7T)2

(3.45)

and,

8Ro _
813- W (l-p) )(,£+7r+.6)(,£+O:+1) - (l-q)1J 7T

if;(p (7r+C (,£+a+1)))+(l-p)(f.£+7r+.8+(l-q)1)e))(,I+a+1))
«"+71"+.8)(,1+0+1)-(1-q)1) 7T)2

(3.46)

From (3.45), consider a case where !3 = 0, then Ro is a decreasing function of TJ (i.e

t < 0) Dl < D2. Similarly from (3.46), for (TJ = 0 then Ro is a decreasing function

of'T) (i.e ~ < 0) D3 < D4

where,

D, = 'ljJ (p e + (1 - p) (1 - q) E)

D ..» (p (7T + E (f.t + (t + 7])) + (1 - p) (f.t + 7T + (1 - q) TJc)) (f.t + 7T - (1 - q) 7T)
2- (f.t+7T)(f.t+a+TJ)-(l-q)r}TI

D3 = (1/) (1- p)) (f.t + 7T +;3) (f.t + a +''1) - (1- q)TJ1r
D4 = 'ljJ (p (7T + E (f.t + 0: + "T))) + (1 - p) (f.t + 7T + ;3+ (1 - q) '(1c)) (f.t + a + TJ)

(f.t+7T+;3)(f.t+a+''1)-(l-q)',)1r .

The following proposition can therefore be used to summarize the above conditions.

Proposition 3.4.4 The recovery strategy of the infective individuals will be signifi-
cant on reducuiq pneumonia if 01 < D2 1 otherwise insignificant.

Proposition 3.4.5 The recovery strategy of the carrier individuals will be significant
if D3 < D4 1 otherwise ins2gnificant.

If the condition in Dl < D2 and D3 < D4 are not met then the recovery strategy will

not have any significant 1IIIpact of reducing pneumonia burden in the population.
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3.5 Numerical Simulations

Toobserve the transmission dynamics of pneumonia model over time, numerical sim-

ulationsare done using MAPLE 14.0 (a mathematical simulation package). Based

onthe fact that pneumonia has adverse effect on the children under five year of age

(WorldHealth Organization, 2011; Kllauder et al., 2008) due to their law immune

system,the parameters that will be used in the numerical simulation will be based on

the data for children under five year of age. Some values assigned to the parameters

havebeen derived from epidemiological literature while other parameters have been

estimated within the values where they make biological sense.
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Table 3.3: Parameter Value used in the basic pneumonia model

I Parameter I Value I Source

1/ pNo (Doura et al., 2000)

r: 1-10 per day Estimated

p 0.89 to 0.99 (Doura et al., 2000)

1j; /"p Expressed as in (3.2)

E 0.001124 (Doura et al., 2000)

p 0.338 (Kateete et al., 2012; Kimura et al., 1984)

7r 0.00274 to 0.01096 per day (Doura et al., 2000)

T) 0.0238 to 0.0476 per day (Thadaui, 2011)

q 0.5 to 1 (Doura et al., 2000)

Q 0.3:3 Estimated

J 0.:2 Estimated
(

u 0.0002 per day (World Health Organization, 2010)

/J 0.0115 (Hill et al., 2008)

3.5.1 Numerical simulation of the endemic equilibrium points.

We carry out numerical simulations of the basic pneumonia model represented ill

(3.1) using a hypothetical population of size 100. We will vary key parameters to

investigate the efficient way of controlling pneumonia. Using the parameter values

given ill Table 33. we study the dynamical behavior of the system. The equilibrium

values are computed as follows.

8" = 24412432G7

C" = 04522552372

J< = 4.549013989 X 10-2

W = 31091 :22565 x 10-2

The corresponding eig(-?llValllesof the jacobian matrix of the endemic equilibrium are:

~e.~S\=('{\
47 . 0 \)~\ ~fZ~:.--

S€.~ \.sa~
\ tJ\~. .G, S.,;.---'\p--~



A1,2 -2.094517752 X 10-3 ± 7.155467879 x 1O-3'i

A3 -6.661627616 X 10-2

/\4 -0.2001328655 X 10-1

Since all the real parts of the eigenvalues are negative, it confirms that the endemic

equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable for the parameter values given in Table

3.3. Using (3.17), t.he numerical solution for t.he basic reproduction number is ap-

proximately 4 (Ro = 4.mJ6273473), rudicatiug that when one infected individual is

introduced into a purely susceptible population, there will be 10 secondary newly in-

fected individuals. This indicates that t.here is a unique positive endemic equilibrium.

Picking different initial «oudition of the infected individuals 1(0)=1, 10, 20 and 30,

respectively ami plot their solution curves using phase plane portrait of I vs S (Figure

3.4,we clearly see that all the four orbits converge to the equilibrium, showing global

asymptotic stability of the endemic equilibrium.
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Figure3.4: The phase plane portrait of S vs I for 3.1. The four curves correspond

to the initial conditions 10= 1, 10, 20 and 30 respectively. They all converge at

Ie = 4.549013989and S" = 24.41243257 as in (b) when the plot is magnified

3,5.2 Effect of the carrier-infected interaction

Carriersplaya very important role in disease transmission dynamic. Their presence

my hinder the disease eradication since in most cases, such individual are not aware of

theirstatus and continue to interact with others in a normal way, hence unknowingly

propagate the disease incidence. Figure 3.5 indicates the dynamics of pneumonia

whenthe interaction between the Carrier class and the infected class is reduced to-

wardszero.

Here,we reduce the interaction between the carrier and the infected classes. Two

parameters are varied such that: q is increased. while 7f is decreased. Increasing

the value of q reduces the function 1 - q hence reducing the proportion of infected

individualswho recover and become carriers again. Reducing the value of 7f ensures

that the proportion of carriers who eventually get infected is reduced. The results

shownin Figure 3.5 indicates that the strategy of reducing the interaction between

the carrier and the infected has an effect on the prevalence rate of pneumonia within
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Figure 3.5: Effect of reducing the interaction between carrier and infected classes

(from7r=0.005, q=0.75 to 7r =0 and q=0.999)

the first 10 days while in the long run, it reduces the infected population. A strategy

to reduce the number of infected would be to treat the infected within the 6 days.

Using MALPLE 14, data for the infected population in both the cases (dotted line

and continuous line in Figure 3.5 was generated and analyzes to check if there is

any significant difference in the two populations. Table 3.4 shows the results of the

statistical analysis.

Since the P-value=2.1344 x 10-15 for the t-test for mean difference is less than 0.01,

weconclude that there is a strong significant different between the two infected pop-

ulations. This means that there will be a significant reduction on the proportion of

the infected individuals when efforts are spent on reducing the the carrier-infected

interaction.
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Table3.4: t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means (testing for the significant difference

betweeninfected populatiolls whell the values of 7r j3 alld q are varied respectively)

Statistics

P- Value

t Statistics 9.408577558

2.1344 X 10-15

Infected Population Infected population

(7r =0.005, q=0.75) (7r =0, q=0.999)

Meall 2.486300321 2.170599263

20.72202111

1.9842169

Variance 20.90683033

Observations 100

Hypothesis Mean Difference=O

df 99

t Critical

3.5.3 Effect of the "increase in Infected recovery rate and
decrease of carrier-infected interaction"

Increasing the recovery rate of the infected individual and reducing the ca.rrier-infected

interaction will increase the rate of transfer of individuals from the infected class to

the recovered class. This reduces the infected population at a faster. Based on

the analysis of this model, we found out that there is a possibility of reducing the

incidence of pneumonia infection. We suggest three possible control measures: Re-

ducing the rate of of contact of individuals; reducing the interaction transfer rate

between the carriers and the infected classes and increasing the recovery rate of the

infected individuals. All the three suggested control measures ensures that the basic

reproduction number is reduced. In chapter 4, we shall discuss the effect of using

vaccination ami treatment as cont.rol measures.
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Figure 3.6: Effect of increasing considering recovery rate and decreasing the interac-

tion between carrier and infected classes. The stared line (7T=0.005, q= 0.75, 77=0.03),

Thick line (7T=0.005, q= 0.75, 7]=0.6), dashed line (7T=0, q= 0.999, r/=0.6)

3.5.4 Effect of carrier proportion

We also Simulate the effect of different proportion of carriers on transmission by

considering different initial proportion of carriers and different rate of transfer leading

to increase in carrier proportion in the population.

" "

" it;,;:r«i
Pr;pt.ilalit)l!l

""

"r~(rb';:)
(0)

"

Figure 3.7: Dynamics considering recovery rate of the infected and carrier-infected

transfer rates. The continuous line is plotted when 7]= 0.03,7T = 0.005 and q = 0.75

while The dotted line is plotted when 7]= 0.6, 7T = 0 and q = 0.999,
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3.6 Discussion

Wherethere is existence of the risk factors of pneumonia infections, the disease contin-

uesto thrive, this will have a negative social and economic impact to the society. An

urgent need to promptly detect. the symptoms, diagnosis correctly an administer ef-

fectivetreatment is needed. Vve suggest possible disease control strategies that ensure

possible reduction or guard against incidences of infections or complete eradication

of the disease
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Chapter 4

A MODEL OF PNEUMONIA WITH
TREATMENT AND VACCINATION

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes a model that considers a transmission dynamic of pneumo-

nia in a populat.ion divided into six compartments according their disease status viz:

Susceptible, Vaccinated, Infected, Carriers, Treatment and Recovered. A detailed

biological explanation of transmission rates of the disease is discussed in the next

section. The successive sections describe the analysis of the model to determine the

t.hresholdparameters, equilibrium points and their stabilities and to assess the effect
I

oftreatment and vaccination on optimal conditions necessary for controlling pneumo-

nia. Finally a probabilistic simulation is used to estimate the probability distribution

of the basic reproduction number by applying the Monte Carlo simulation approach.

4.2 Model Description and Formulation

The susceptible population can be increased by Hewrecruitment of individuals through

either birth or immigration at a constant ra.te 1/. We assume that every recruitment

int.othe population under study joins t.he susceptible class. A proportion, ¢ of sus-

ceptible moves to the vaccinated class when they receive a vaccine against the disease.

The vaccine is expected to protect an individual from getting infected by the bacteria,

however the probability that the vaccine will wane out is w (Nuorti &"Whitney, 2010)

(and therefore 1 - w is vaccine efficacy). The susceptible can be infected by either

carriers or by symptomatically infected individual with a force of infection A. The
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current 23-valent vaccine, containing 25 g each of 23 purified capsular polysaccharide

(CP) antigens can only protect against 23 invasive serotype of streptococcus (Butler

et al., 1996) out of the 90 serotype (Henrichsen, 1995). This means that vaccinated

individuals can still be susceptible t.o t.he uncovered serotype and can get. infected

with a force of infection Au = EA, where E is the proportion of the serotype not cov-

ered in the vaccine. A newly infected individual can either become a carrier with a

probability p or show disease symptoms with a probability (1 - p). The carriers can

developdisease symptoms and become symptomatically infectious (McKenzie, 1999)

at a ,ratelf or recover to gain immunity against t.he bacteria at an average rat.e (3.

Let the uptake rate of therapeutic treatment by the infected be ~ while the rate of

transfer from treatment class is denoted by {j. The transfer out of the treatment class

is due to inoveineut to recovery class if the treatment is effective or movement to

infected class if the treatment is ineffective. The proportion of individuals for whom

treatment. is effective is denoted by T. When t.reatment is applied, we assume that.

bacteria will be cleared and therefore the rate of transfer from the symptomatically

infected class to the carrier class is negligible. The infected individuals on the other

hand call recover at a percapita rate of TJ or die from the disease at a rate Q. The rate

of losing the immunity is denoted by 8 so that the recovered individual move to the

susceptible again. We denote the natural percapita mortality rate by u. A summary

of the disease parameters are shown in Table 4.1. Using the variables and parameter

described here. we generate the systems of differential equations for the model as in

(4.1).
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Table 4.1: Description of parameter used in the pneumonia model with control strate-

Parameter Description

1/ Recruitment rate into the susceptible class

A Force of infection

P Probability of a newly infected individual being a Carrier

n Rate at which Carriers become symptomatically infectious

'(I Rate of recovery from the symptomatically infection

Q Per capita disease-induced death rate

6 Per capita rate of loss of immunity

f.1 Per capita birth rate

(J Recovery rate of carriers and gaining partial immunity

~ Rate of joining the treated class I

T Treatment efficacy

7'J Transfer rate out of the treatment class

¢ Proportion of the susceptible who get vaccinated

w Rate at which the vaccine wanes

f proportion of the serotype not covered in the vaccine

d~;t) = 1/ + SR(t) + wV(t) - (/\ + </J + f.1)S(t)

d~;t) = </JS(t) - (11. + w + tA)V(t)

d~~t) = (1 - p)AS(t) + (1 - p)c/\ V(t) + nC(t) + (1 - T),,')T(t) - (f.1 + a + ~)I(t)

d'1~it) = U(t) - (f.1 + 7'J)T(t)

d~it) = pAS(t) + pE/\V(t) - (f.1 + n + (3)C(t)

d~;t) = T7'JT(t) + ;3C(t) - (f.1 + S)R(t)
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The total population at time t is expressed as

N(t) = S(t) + l(t) + C(t) + V(t) + T(t) + R(t) (4.2)

The rate of change of the population size can be determined by adding all the equa-

tions in (4.1) resulting to;

dN(t)
-- = 1/ - f-kN(t) - ol(t)

dt
(4.3)

The ,schematic diagram representing the systems of equations in (4.1) is shown in

Figure 4.1

pEAV r-----~--------~C

w
(1 - p)EA f3

PA

v

i f-k

,
Figure 4.1: Compartmental model for pneumonia transmission with control strategies

4.3 .Analysis of the pneumonia model with treat-
ment and vaccination

The model for pneumonia transmission with treatment and vaccination was analyzed

to det.ermine the basic reproduction number and other threshold parameters.
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For biological reasons, we assume that all state variable are more than or equal to

zero for any time t i.e. System (4.1) has its initial conditions given by:

5(0) = So 2: 0 V(O) = Vo 2: 0 /(0) = /0 2: 0 C(O) = Co 2: 0

T(O) = To 2: 0 R(O) = Ro = 0 N(O) = No 2: 0
From (4.2), the boundedness of solutions for (4.1) can easily be proven. Since

o < N(t) = S(t) + /(t) + C(t) + V(t) + T(t) + R(t) :S f" then any variable of

{N(t), su; /(t), C(t), V(t), T(t), R(t)} lies in the range (0, f,) .
System (4.1) is then studied ill a suitable region:

D = {(S, V, 1. C, T, R) E lR~ : 0 :S N(t) :S f,}.

Thus D is positively invariant with respect to (4.1)and it is sufficient to consider so-

lutions starting in D to remain in D. Therefore D is biologically feasible region and

hence model (4.1) is mathematically posed.

For easier computation and analysis of (4.1), we use proportions instead of the pop-

ulatiou sizes. The proportion of each variable can be obtained by dividing the class

I· " b I I I' . - 8(t) _ V(t) . _ 1(t) _ e(t)popu ation Sizes y t ie tota popu ation to get. s - N(t)' V - N(t)' ~ - N(t)' C - N(t)'

j' - T(I} 'I " - R(t) TI' b diff .. fracti . 1 . d- N{t) anr r - N(t)' ien, y I erent.iating ractions WIt.1 respect. to time an

simplifying, we have
ds d S
dt diN

_ N(~)-S(rlJf)
- N2

= *[~~- sdJ/-]
= ·~,[v + oR + wV - ()..,+ ¢ + J.L)S - s(v - J.LN - aI)]

== N + 01' + WV - (/\ + ¢ + J.L)s - s(N - J.L- ail

== N (1 - s) + 01' + WV + ais - ('!f;i + c:'l/Jc + ¢)s
The rest of the rates of change of proportion are determined in the same way. There-

fore (4.1) can be re-written as;
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d~~t) = ft(l- s) + Jr + wv + ais - ('lj;i + c'lj;c+ ¢)s

d~~t) = 1;s + can - (w + E'tj;i + eeil«: + ft)v

c1'~~) = (1 - p)(,l/-' i + 'lj;EC)(S + EV) + 7rC + (1 - 7)79f - (a + ~ + ft)i + ai2* = ~'i - (79 + ft)f + oit

~ = p('lj;i + 7f;EC)(S + tV) - (7r + (3 + ft)c+ ccic

~ = r!3f + (3c - (ft + J)r + air

-

(4.4)

.Using (4,3) at steady state i.e. ft = f.L+ai and an expression s+v+i+c+t+r = 1,

we substitute s = 1 - T' -/I - i - c - t into each of the equations in (4.4). This reduces

the System (4.1) to a five-dimensional system shown in (4.5);

~~= ¢(1 - r - v - 'i - C- f) + cari - (w + E'lj;i + eobc + f.L+ ai)v

~ = (1 - p)('lj; i + ·tj;Ec)((l -.,. - v - i - C - f) + tV) + 7rC + (1 - 7)79f

-(a + ~+ f.L+ ni)i + ai2* = ~i - (-!3 + f.L+ ai)t + ai]

~ = p( 'lj;i + 'lj;EC)( (1 - T - v - i - C- f) + EV)- (7r + (3 + f.L+ ai)c + oic

~ = 779f + (3c - (f.L+ ai + J)r+ air

System (4.5) can now be studied in I', where

f= {(v,c,i,j» E IR~: 0 < ».o < c,O s: i,O s: f,O s: r,v+c+i+f+r s: I}

All the solutions of system (4,5) are positively invariant in r.

(4.5)

4.3.1 Basic reproduction number (with treatment and vac-
cination strategies)

To determine the basil reproduction number of (4.5) the next generation operator

method. Re-arranging tht' equations starting with the diseased classes, we have
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~ = (1- p)(4J'i + '1,{;EC)((l- T - 'U - 'i - c - f) + f:V) + 7rC+ (1- T}vf

-(0' + E + -Fi)i + cx'i2

~ = p(ljJi + 1jJEC) ((1 - r - v - i - c - f) + EV) - (7r+ j3 + -Fi)c + aic* = ~i - ('l9+ -Fi)f + ai] (4.6)

dJ: = (-Fi - p, - cxi)N

~ = rr9f + j3c - (-Fi + c5)T + air

'!if = ¢(1 - T - 'I) - i - c - f) + can - (w + E'1jJi + eesbc + -Fi)v

Let Fj; be the rate of appearance of new infections into the compartment and

Vj. = Vj:- - Vj+ where Vj+ is the rate of transfer of individuals into the particu-
1. 1. 'l. t

lar compartments, Vi- is the rates of transfer out of the compartment. Then we

compute Fe and 11;,which are evaluated by finding the partial derivative at disease

free equilibrium of FL and VL respectively. That is;

11;,=

cx+~+p, -7r -(l-T)'l9 0

o -'l9 - p, 0

"
o

and
'1jJ(1 - p)(l - ~ + </>+'wrP+,,) '1jJ(1 - p)(c + ",1:t. - ",':wrP+,.) 0 0

p'1jJ (1 :--~ + </>+':+) o 0

o o o 0

o o o 0

We now obtain the basic reproduction number Ro by defining the spectral radius

(dominant eigenvalue) of the matrix FcVc-1 as;

R", = .<f; (1'+' 1>+w)(,'+'d)(t,-t, IJ+7r+,B-P.B)+p€"I9(a+t'+!;T)+I,(a+IIH» (4.7)
'" v(a+I'+~T)+I,(a+I'+O(cJ>+W+I,)(.".+,B+t·)
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Effect of vaccination on Basic reproduction number

A::;::;UlIl(:~ that T = 1 (the treatment is 100% effective), and define hlc = a + f..J,+ ~ 8.':3

transfer rates out of I class and h2c = 7r + /3+ f..J, as transfer rates out of C class. Then

hI and h2 have the same biological meaning as defined in Sect.ion 3.3.2.

The first term of (4.8), ['1,:-:::] corresponds to the vaccination parameter and can

be expressed further 8.':3

Lemma 4.3.1 0 < (1 - f.)¢ < 1
- ¢+w+f..J,-

Proof Consider t.he first equation in system (4.5)

'!if.= </>(1 - r - v - i - c - f) + can - (w + f.'l/Ji + f.s'l/Jc + f..J,+ ai)v

'!if = ¢(1 - T - V - i - c - f) - (w + f.'l/Ji + f.c'l/Jc + f..J,)v

'!if ~ ¢(1 - v) - (w + f..J,)v

'!if.~¢-(¢+w+f..J,)v

solving for fI(t) gives

v(t) < ¢ + v e-(¢+w+fL)t
- </>+w+f..J, 0

As t --+ 00 we obtain 0 s:; v(t) s:; l.

hence 0 < </J + ¢ + < 1. Since 0 s:; f. s:; 1 then- W f..J,-

(4.9)

[
1 _ (1 - f)¢ ] < 1

¢+w+f..J, (4.10)

The second term in (4.8) corresponds to R; comput.ed in Section 3.3.2 as shown below.
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[
'1/) (/-L + 'O){(l - p)(7f + /3 + /-L) + P7f} + pc[·t9(a + /-L + ~T) + /-L(a + /-L + ~)ll]

'l9(a + /-L +~) + /-L(a + /-L + 0 (7f + /3 + /-L)

= [w[(/-L + 'l9){(1 - p)(7f + /3 + /-L) + P7f} + PC:[(/-L + 'l9)(a + /-L + Oll]
(/-L + 'l9)(CY + /-L + ~)(7f + /3 + /-L)

[
'l/J [{ (1 - p) (7f + /3 + /-L) + pn} + pc( a + /-L + 01]

(a + /-L + ~)(7f + /3 + /-L)

[
'1/J[{(1- P)h2c + pn} + pch1c1]

h1ch2c
(4.11)

'Equation (4.11) is equivalent to the basic reproduction number of pneumonia trans-

mission when no control strategies used shown in (3.17) with q = 1, hence we have

R¢ expressed as;

R = [1 _ (1 - f.)¢ ] n,
ef> ¢+w+/-L (4.12)

From (4.10) and (4.12), it implies that Rc/>::; Ro

when ¢ = 0 (implyiug that there is no vaccination), then Ref> = Ro. The introduction

of vaccination implies that Ref> ::; Ro> and consequently if Ro < 1, then Rc/> < 1 for

1; > O.

Critical value for the proportion of strains to be covered in the vaccine

Since 1; :2: 0 and 0 ::::;( ::::;1, then from (4.12) we can deduce that:

[
1 - (1- f.)¢ ] n, = 1

¢+w+/-L
(4.13)
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making e the subject, we have

(4.14)

We define E' = 1 - E* as the critical value for the proportion of strains that need to

be covered in the vaccine below which the disease will invade.

Furthermore, from (4.12), we set R¢ = 1 and solving for 1; gives the threshold vacci-

nation rate i.e.
<p* = (Ro - 1)(w + J-t)

1- ERO
(4.15)

Treatment Effect on Basic reproduction number

for ¢ = 0 (considering treatment only as a control strategy), then,

(4.16)

or

differeutiatiug RT with respect to T yields
.",(1,+i))(J.L-I' p+n+{3-p {3)t'J ~

(n+.B+I')(t'J (a+IL+{ T)+I' (Q+~+IL))2

Then FiT is a decreasing function with respect t.o T implying that. any increase in the

treatment efficacy is a significant strategy for controlling the disease.
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4.3.2 Existence of Equilibrium points

There are two equilibrium points of (4.5) namely; disease free equilibrium Eoc and

endemic equilibrium E~. The disease free equilibrium can occur when there is absence

of the disease in the population i.e when i = c = 0 while endemic equilibrium can

occur in the presence of the disease i.e. when not all i and c are qual to zero. At the

equilibrium point the populations does not change with time hence, we obtain the

equilibrium point (s*: »", i*, c", t", T*) of the model (4.6), by solving,

d u = di = dj = dc = dT = dN = 0
dt dt dt dt dt dt

(4.17)

I.e.

¢(1 - T - V - i - c - f) + cnri - (w + eun + eobc + fJ)v = 0

(1- p)(Wi + WEc)((l- T - v - i - c - f) + EV)+7rC+ (1-7)1)j-

(a + ~ + fJ)i + ai2 = 0

~i - (1) + fJ)t + cci] = 0

p('ljJ'i + ,~,Ec)((l - T - V - i - c - f) + fl') - (7r+ j3 + fJ)c + aic = 0

TOj + Be - (fJ + r5)T + air = 0

(fJ - It - ai)N = 0

(4.18)

Solving for the variables in terms of i* and c* we obtain the solutions in (4.19)

N* = _1/-,.+a i"

(4.19)

j*-K- -0+,.
T' - T1,}~'i*+/3c*(1'J+,.)

- (,9+,.)(,.+6)
* _ ¢ ((1'J+,I)(,,+6)(l-,' -C')-"~ (c5+,I+T1J)-/3 c'(1'J+,.»

v - (v+,.)(,.+6)("+¢+u:Wc*+fWi'+w)

s" = (,.+W+fW i'+f oW c')((1'J+,.)(,,+6)(l-i-c»-i'~ (c5+,'+T 1'J)-{3 c'C'?+/-L»
(1'J+,.)(,I+O)(,,+¢+f e sbc'+€ W i' +W)

When z" = c' = 0 then the expression shown in (4.19) will give disease-free equilibrium

point. Eo.
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In the absence of disease in the population (i.e. when i* = c* = 0), then the

expression shown in (4. H)) results to disease-free equilibrium point, Eoc and is given

by (4.20)

(4.20)

The endemic equilibrium points that is defined as the steady state solution of the

model (4.S), given by E; = (s*,v*,i*,c*,j*,r*) are shown in (4.19) when i* i= 0 and

c' -I- o.
The' endemic equilibrium exist when either i* > 0 or c" > 0 or both i* and c" are

more than zero. We investigate this from (4.19).

Let i* > 0 or c* > 0 or both i* > 0 and c* > 0 then

f* ~ o· -.L 0= iJ+IL > since {J+IL >
r' = riJ~i*+,8c·(iJ+J.L) > 0 since all the parameters are positive.

(iJ+J.L)(J.L+O)

v* = ¢((iJ+IL)(ILH)(l-i'-c')--i~(HIL+riJ)-,8c*(iJ+lt)) > 0
(iJ+IL)(J.L+O)(IL+¢+' E 'l/; c*+, 'l/; i*+w)

and
• = (11+W+E<Ii 'I,' +E Elf; c' )((iJ+IL)(ILH)(l-i-:-c))-'i*~ (HJ.t+riJ)-,8 c*('iJ+J.L)) > 0

S (iJ+IL)(J.L+O)(IL+¢+U:'l/; c*+''l/; 'i*+w)

if

The last inequality is true for i: > 0 and c" > O. Hence the existence of the endemic

equilibrium.

4.3.3 Stability analysis of the disease free equilibrium

To investigate the 10\,11 geometric properties of the disease free equilibria, Eoc of

(4,18), we reduce the system of (4.6) by replacing the values of f and r to obtain
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(4.21) whose stability properties would imply to that of (4.6).

ds _ ( ')(1) i5(r1J~'i+f3crJ+f3q,) . . (0'. . nl. + ",)dt - p. + 0' ~ - S + (V+I,)(/,+<5) + VW + 0' ~s - ''fl ~ + € 'P C 'P S

~ = ¢.') + Cl: ui - (W + t'IjJ'i + t f. '1/) C + J.L+ 0' i) v

~ = (1 - p) ('Ij; i + f 'Ij; C) (s + f V) + 7f C + (1~~~ (i - (0' + ~+ J.L+ 0' i) i + 0' i2

~ = p (7/) i + f. 7/) c) (s + e v) - (7f + ,B + J.L+ 0' i) c + o ic
(4.21)

The Model (4.21) is now studied in the region \II, where

W = {s,v,i.c E R4;0:S s:s 1,0::; l.':s 1,0:S i:S 1,0:S C:S 1, l-r- f-c-i-r:S I}

(4.22)

Theorem 4.3.2 The disease free equilibrium, EOe of (4.21) is locally asymptotically
stable in \II if R¢ < 1 and unstable if R¢ > 1.

Proof Linearizing the System (4.21) around the disease free equilibrium Eoe, we ob-

tain the matrix below.

J(Eo) =

o ~
¢+W+I'

-7r-,B-J.L+~
¢+W+I'

(W+J.L)..p€ <5 f3
- ¢+W+I' + 1'+0-J.L - ¢ W

(W+J.L)..p+ i5r1Jg + 0'
- ¢+W+I' (t?+I') (!'+O)

€..p¢
- ¢+W+I'-w - p.

o o _Q _ C _ + (l-p)P..p + (l-r)t?(
<, J.L ¢+W+I' t?+I'

(l-p)P..p €+1r (¢+W+I')
¢+W+I'

o

where P = w + p.+ f.¢

The characteristic function of the matrix of the linearization above is defined by

det()..J - J (Eoe)) = 0, where J is the 4 x 4 identity matrix. Expanding the determinant

into a characteristic polynomial we obtain the following equation equivalent to:

(4.23)

It is evident that the polynomial (4.23) has the negative eigenvalues:
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Al = -/1,

A2 = - (¢ + W + /1),

The t.hird and the forth eigenvalues are given by the solutions of the quadrat.ic equa-

tion

where,
a - A +.d..o. _ (l+pf-p)A6,p

'1 - 5 A, A4

_ A3A4A5-,pAG(AIA2+PfA3)
0.2 - A1A4

Al = {}+ /1

A2 = p. - /1 P + 7T + f3 - P f3

A3 = {}0' + {}/1 + /1 0' + /1 ~ + /12 + {}~T

A4 = cP + W + /£

A5 = 11 + f3 + /1

A(j = /1 + EcP + w
According t.o Hurwitz crit.erion, the disease free equilibrium is locally asymptotically

stable if the quadratic equation has only roots with negative real parts. This is
A3A5(1-R¢)

Alpossible when bot.h a1 and 0.2 are all posit.ive. Expressing 0.2 as a2

hence a2 > 0 if Rcp < 1. 011 the other hand, for a1 to be positive,

A +.d..o. _ (l+pE-p)R¢A3A5 > 0
5 Al A1A2+pfA3

A< + .d..o. > (l+pE-p)R¢A3A5
v Al AIA2+pEA3

A + ~ (l+pE-p)R¢A3AS
5· Al > AIA2+A3

(4.24)

Note: (removing p e which is a fraction from the denominat.or of RHS in t.he second

inequality of (4.24) reduces the value of the right hand side and that in expression 2.

The final expression is t.rue and implies that al > 0 for R¢ < 1. Hence the disease-free

equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable if R¢ < 1 and unstable if R¢ > 1

We !lOW proceed to prove the global stability of the disease. free equilibrium by means
of Lyapunov function, using a quadratic linear function.
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Theorem 4.3.3 (Castillo-Chavez fj Song, 2004) The disease free equilibrium, EOe or -.
(4-21) is globally asymptotically stable in W if Ref; < 1 and unstable if Ref; > 1.

Proof Define the Lyapunov funct.ion E as;

£(s, t', i, c) = ~[(s - so) + (v - va) + (i - io) + (c - coW
Then £ is positive definite and £(so, vo, 'io, co)=O and the time derivative of £ is com-

puted as shown below.
E' = de ~ + de dv + de E!i + de fiE

tis dt dv dt di dt dc dt

£' = [(s - so) + (v - vo) + (i - io) + (C - Co)][~ + ~~'+ ~ + ~]
Subtituting the derivatives of the state variable ¥t, ~~'* and

;W values of io and co,we obtain;
£' = [(s - ~ ) + (v - v ) + i + c] [II. (1 _ s _ v) _ ilL ((IL+O)(J,LH'+iI)+rt9€) _ cJ,L(f1+"+IL)]coo ' t'" (V+J,L)(J,L+o) J,L+O

Using the fact that ef;+~+/' + ef;~~~/' = 80 + Vo = 1we obtain;

£' = [(5 - S ) + (v - v ) + i + c][1I. (8 + V - 8 - v) _ iJ,L«J,L+O)(J,LH'H)+d€) - CJ,L(,B+"+J,L)]a a t-: a a (,]+tl)(/L+O) J,L+O

£' = [((s - 50) + (v - va)) + (i + C)][-J-l ((s - 80) + ('1-' - va)) - (iIL«IL~~tr(:~jtrtr€) +
CJ,L(,B+6+t.))]

J,L+O

E' < - .[((s - 5 ) + (v - V )]2 _ (i + C) (it. «tL+O)UIH'+V)+TVO + CJ,L(,B+c'i+t.))
J.1 a o. (V+tl)(/'+O) t.+O

Hence £' is negative definite and E' = 0 if s = so, v = va, i = io and C = Co'

Therefore the largest compact invariant set ill (8, v, i, c) E r :£' = 0 is the singleton

Eo· From LaSalles invariant principle (LaSalle, 1976), we conclude that Eoc is globally

asymptotically stable in the interior of W

4.3.4 Asymptotic Stability of the endemic equilibrium

We investigate the asymptotic stability of the endemic equilibrium using geomet.ric

approach (Li et al., 1999). Using the spectral property of the additive compound

matrices, we reproduce the following Lemma,

Lemma 4.3.4 Let A be an n x n matrix with real entries. . Then for A to be stable it
is necessary and sufficient that
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1. the third additive compound matrix A [3J is stable

2. (-1)" det(A) > 0

The jacobian matrix for the system (4.21) at the endemic equilibrium El = (s*, v*, i*, CO)

M1= -J.l - 'lj; i* - t'lj; c* - rjJ

M')-- *.1 + + c5dlE~- s.p ex (~+J.I)(~,+O)

M3 =-s*t'lj; + ~~,+c5

M4 =-w - cljJi* - e e ib c" - J.l

M5 =c(l - p) x ('l/J"i*+ c'ljJ CO)

M6=(1- p)t x ('lj;i* + c:'lj;c*)

M7=-ex - ( - J.l + (1 - p)(s* + E v*)'lj; + (l~:~E

M8=7r + (1 - p)t'lj; x (s* + e v")

M9=-7r - /3 - J.l + pcl/) X (s' + e v")

We define the third additive compound matrix A[3J as

A[3J = ;ftlt=oC3(I + tA)

Where

detA[l, 2, 311, 2, 3] detAp, 2, 311, 2,4] detA[l, 2, 311, 3, 4] detA[l, 2, 312, 3, 4]

detA[l, 2, 411,2,3] detA[l, 2,411,2,4] detA[l, 2, 411, 3, 4] detA[l, 2, 412, 3, 4]

detA[l, 3, 411,2, 3] detA [l, 3,411,2,4] detA[l, 3, 411, 3, 4] detA[l, 3, 412, 3, 4]

detA[2, 3,411,2,3] detA[2, 3, 411, 2, 4] detA[2, 3, 411, 3, 4] detA[2, 3, 412, 3, 4]
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o.ll + 0.22 + 0.33 0.34 . -0.24 0.14

Giving, A[31 = 0.43 0.11 + 0.22 + 0.44 0.23 -0.l3

-a42 0.32 all + 0.33 + 0.44 0.12

a41 -0.31 0.21 0.22 + 0.33 + 0.44

Therefore the t.hird additive compound for the jacobian matrix of t.he system (4.21)

at the endemic equilibrium J[31 (E1) is given by:

.111 .112 113 114

J[31(Ed = 121 J22 J23 J24

J31 132 h3 J34

141 J42 143 J44

Where;

.111= -((t + I)(EC' + i') - (EV' + s')(l - p)N' - 31L - ex- <P - w - U}1JT++JI-'

Jl2 = 'lj;E (fV' + s*)(I- p) + 7r

Jl4 = .if!.... - s'e ib
J.l+O 'I-

J21 = 'Ij; P (s' + E V*)

.122= -(((1 + f)(C: c" + i*) - p e (s + Ev*))'Ij; + 31L + j3 + <p + rr + w)

hI = -p (Ec' + i*) f.4'
J32 = c(1 - p)'Ij; (s c' + i*)

h3 = -V' (i* + EC*- (s* + f.v')(1 - P + f.p)) - 3j.i. -7r - ex - fJ - ¢ - U}1JT++JfL

J34 = W

J41 = 'Ij; (e C· + 'i')p

J42 = -4' (1 - p)(c: c" + i*)

J43 = ¢

J44 = _CiJ1JT+~Jf' - 3/L - ex- W -7r - (3 - 4' (E (cc*+ i*) - (s' + cu*)(l - p+ f.p))
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For El = (s*, v*, i*, CO) and the diagonal matrix D = diag(s*, v*, i*, CO), the matrix

DJI3) (E1) D- is given by

-['l/J((t + 1)(cc* + i*) - (tv* + s*)(1 - P + c:p)) + 3JL+ a + ¢+w + 7r + f3 + (V;~;JtlI + X

where I is a 4 x 4 identity matrix and X is given by
-1f; p E (E,,*+s* )+7r+i3 s* (1f;E (E,,*+s*)(l-p)+7r)

1 ,,*

x=

s* c €'If; ,,"
i*

v' p1f;(f "*+8')
8*

-1f;(l-p)(E'V*+S*)+O + ~1?r+{tL
1 1?+tL

,,*(s1f;-O)
c*

ip(c:c*+i*)E1f;
s·

if (-1+p)1f; (£c*+i*)
,,*

1f;e(cc"+i*)+w
1

c*w (0 c' +i* )p
s"

c1f;(-1+p)(cc*+i*)
,,* ~

j*

'I/J e(cc*+i*)+¢
1

If the mat.rix DJI3) D-1 is stable t.hen JI3) is also st.able for the similarity preserves the

eigenvalues. We show that the diagonal elements of DJI3ID-1 are all negative and

t.he following inequalities hold.

91 = -'w(c + 1)(EC* + 'i*) + 'l/J (cu* + s*)(l- p) - 3JL - ex - ¢ - w-

g1?r+{t' + scw(e,,*+s*)(l-p) + s*Il + s*c~w'" + s*(.iL _ s*c:·I')C*-l < 0
1?+I' ,,* ,,* ,* t'+O 'I-'

92 = "*pw(;,,,*+s*) - 'l/J ((I: + 1)(c:c* + i*) - p e (e v" + s~)) - 3 JL - f3 - </J-

71 - W - V*2t ibi" + ,,'(s*w-a) < 0
Y c*

_ip (Ec:~i'k<J; _i*d-1+p~~ (cc*+'i*) _ 'l/J (E c* + i* - (e v* + s*)(1 - P + pc:))

-:3 f1- - 71 - Cl' - f3 - ¢ - ~ + i*w < 01?+Jt c"

c*",(u'*+i)p + c'4'(-1+(J)(cc*+i*) + c*'" _ ~
s" v· i* {)+IL

93 =

94 =

-3 JL - Q - W - 7r - {3- 'ljJ (dc: c* + i*) - (I: V· + s"')( 1 - P + pc:)) < 0
(4.25)

Using the Loziskii measure JL(g) defined by (Li & Muldowney, 1996) as JL(g) =

SUP{9j,92,g3,g4}, and results in (4.25), we have that JL(g) < 0 which implies diagonal

dominance hence JI31 is stable according to Gersqorin disc (Nakatsukasa, 2011) thus

verifies the first condition in Lemma 4.3.4.
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To verify the second condition of the lemma, we determine the determinant of the

jacobian matrix of the system at the endemic equilibrium i.e, det(J(E1)).

det(J(Ed) =
¢ -w - A - J.L -B+s'!j; -E (B - s'!j;)

-J.L - A - ¢ w -S'!j;+ C+a -SE'!j; + F

(1 - p) A (l-p)AE -h1c+(1-p)B+E n+(l-p)BE

pA pAE pB -bs; + pBE

where, h2 = n + (3+ J.L

hl = Ct + ~+ J.L

E = (l-r)1?~
1J+IL

F= jL
11+0

c- ods
- (V+IL)(IL+O)

B = (" + f 'U) 'if;

A = 'lj;i + E'!j;C

det(J(E,")) = 1 x( (IL+A)pf s1/J A(1-E)+A2(h2c-pF)+(Ah2c+J.lh2c-BJ.lPE)(w+c!>+J.I») )
v+J.I +

((3 + p,) ((1 - E) (ABp (J.L+ ¢) + A2 Bp - A'!j; sp (J.L+ A)) + BJ.L2p)

+A2 p (a + C) ((3 + J.L)+ A2'!j; S (1 - E) h2 + s'!j; J.L(1 - E) Ah2

where
1

((et (iJ+J.I)(J.I+O)+OriJO((1-p)(P+J.I}+7I'+Ah2c)+XoPp)A(¢E+w+J.I) )
iJ(J.I+O)+J.I(II+O)

- +BJ.L (w + ¢) ((1 - p) ((3 + J.L)+ n)

+ A B (1 - e) e(A+;(~~:~~~~:(~:1~1;)'+4» + h2c (A + J.L+ ¢)) + BJ.L2h2c

X =a ()+ a J.L+ ~P, + ()P, + p,2 + ({) T
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d~t( J (E1c)) > 0 which satisfies the second condition. We therefore conclude that

the endemic equilibrium is asymptotically stable.

4.3.5 Analysis of the system in a carrrer free population at
endemic equilibrium

Considering a carrier-free population (when (3 -+ (0) then from (4.8) we can define

the new basic reproduction number Rco(¢) as

Rc;o(¢) = lim R",. {3 ....•00
(4.26)

R (¢) _ [f.l+E¢+W] [ 'l/J(l-p)(f.l+79) ]
co - ¢+ W + f.l 79 0: + 79 J..t + f.l 0: + f.l ~ + /1,2 + 79 ~ T

On comparing Rco(¢) and R"" it is simple to show that RCQ(¢) < R", since

I (4.27)

The solution of the proportion of symptomatically infected individuals i at endemic

equilibrium in a carrier-free population is determined by the cubic equation in (4.28).
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_['t/Jt(J-L+()) (J-L+t<p+w_R )+(1+{8+a+8)R ]'i2 (4.28)
/1, + Up + W J-L+ cP + W CO J-L+ 1) cO

-[(J-L + 8)(1 - Rco)]i = 0

Equation (4.28) can be written as

(4,29)

where

a - - f1/JE(1)J-L + J-L~ + J-L2 + 1)~T + ~8 + J-L8 + 1)8)R ]
. - (J-L + EcP + w) (J-L + 1)) co

b = _l/;c(J-L + 8) (I-L + EcP + W _ R ) + (1 + {8 + a + 8) R ]
J-L+ EcP + W J-L+ cP + W co. J-L+ 1) co

c = -[(po + 8)(1 - Reo)]

(4.30)

One of the solutions for (4.28) for i. is zero implying a disease-free equilibrium solution,

while the other two solutions are determined by the quadratic Equation (4.31)

ai2 + bi + c = 0 (4.31)

I

The solution of (4.31) is i = -b ± ~~2 - 4ac. For Reo> 1 we determine the signs of

the quadratic coefficients in (4.31) as a < 0, b < 0 and c> O.

Since (1 < 0, the parabola of (4.31) will open downwards. Now let D = b2 - 4ac,

then by using results in (4.30) D > 0 indicating that there are two solutions for i (i1

and 'i2)' There are three possible interpretations of i1 and i2 depending all their signs.

Casc l: if 'il > 0 and i2 > a theu there are two endemic equilibrium.

Case 2: if either i'l or i2 is less than zero then there is only one endemic equilibrium.

CascJ if'il < 0 and iz < 0 then there is no endemic equilibrium point, hence only
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the disease-free equilibrium will exist. We therefore conclude that in a carrier-free

population, there is one endemic equilibrium point and a disease-free when Reo> 1,

and only a disease-free when Reo < 1

4.4 Numerical Simulation

We conduct a numerical simulation to show the sensitivity of Ro based on the variation

of the model parameters. We also show the existence of equilibrium values as well as

.the feasibility of stability conditions for a set of parameters. Simulation is done by

MAPLE 16.0 using the parameters shown in table 4.2. Win Bugs simulation software

is also used to simulate the variation of Ro using Markov Chain Monte Carlo(MCMC)

approach.

4.4.1 A probability estimation of the Basic Reproduction
number in the presence of control measures

The basic reproduction number is defined as the expected number of secondary in-

fections realized when an infected individual is introduced into a purely susceptible

population. It is one of the most important concern parameter for a disease to in-

vade a population (Heffernan et al., 2005). From the definition, it is definitely clear

that when Ro < 1, each infected individual produces less than one newly infected

individual on an average and therefore there is a possibility that the infection will

be cleared from the populat.ion. We therefore determine which control measures and

at what magnitude would reduce Ro below one at a greater percentage. This will

provide vital information to the public health initiatives.

The conventional method of det.ermining the basic reproduction number is based on

deterministic models whore the basic reproduction number is expressed as a single
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value computed from the expression of parameter which are also estimated as sin-

gle value. Considering now that the transmission parameters are random variables

assuming some probability distribution, then it would be possible tpo compute the

probability distribution of the basic reproduction number.

Consider now the basic reproduction numbers Ro(No control measures used) R¢ (when

vaccination alone is used ), R,.(when treatment alone is used) and , R,.¢(wheu treat-

ment alone is used). These reproduction numbers are derived from a mathematical

model (4.1). They are a function of many parameters. When we compute the values

of the basic reproduction numbers using single values of the parameters, then the

result is a single value. Since each of the model's parameters are assumed to be un-

certain, we consider the parameters to take the form of a random variable and follow

particular probability distributions. We therefore use Monte Carlo simulation tech-
I

niques t.o study the probability distribution of the basic reproduction number with

the random effects when the parameters with assumed probability distribution are

used.
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A probability density function is assigned to each parameter based on their possible

values and probability of occurrence of any specific value. The possible values of

the parameters are estimated from literature (see Table 4.2). The parameters with

peak values are considered to follow approximately t.riangular probabilit.y dist.ribution

while those without peak values assumed to follow approximately uniform probabil-

ity distribution. Monte Carlo Markov Chain simulation methods employ the most

appropriate sampling scheme resulting into N = 10,000 samples for each parameter.

The histograms for the parameters are constructed as shown in Figure 4.2.

"I'he 'empirical probability values calculated when the basic reproduction numbers

is less than one and when more than one after 10,000 runs for the Monte Carlo

Simulation is shown ill the Table 4.3.

The histograms corresponding to the results in Table 4.3 for Rq" R71 Rrq, and Ro are

obtained as shown in Figure 4.3 and their fitted probability distributions for the-basic

reproduction number is superimposed on the histograms.

The probability density functions for Ro, Hr, Rq, and Rq,T that best fit the simulated

data are estimated using Kernel density estimation approach whose optimal kernel

functions are chosen to be Epanechnikov while the corresponding bandwidth shown

in Table 4-4 are based on how best the density fits the data.

On comparison of the density function of the basic reproduction numbers, u; R71

Rq, and Rq,T, it is noted in Figure 4-4.

The results in Figure 4-4 indicate that the chances that the basic reproduction will

be less than 1 when both vaccination and treatment strategies are used, is higher than

when one of the st.rategies ( vaccination and treatment) is used respectively which

are also higher when non of the strategies (vaccination and treatment) are used.

~I
I
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Figure 4.2: Kernel density fuuctious of the values obtained from MCMC sampling

procedure for the input parameters (the remaining parameters whose histograms are

not shown here are assumed to have constant values)
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Table 4.2: The model parameter values and distributions of percentages: The Prob-

ability Distribution are either uniform(when the minimum and maximum values are

given) ot triangular (when peak values are given

Par Unit Values Reference

Min Peak Max

l/ pNo (Doura et al., 2000)

/\, /day 1 10 Estimated

p 0.89 0.99 (Doura et al., 2000)

l' /\,P Expressed as in (3.2)

E 0.001124 (Doura et al., 2000)

p 0.085 0.28 0.338 (Bakir et al., 2002; Gazi et al., 2004)

1[" /day 0.00274 0.01096 (Doura et al., 2000)

7) /day 0.0238 0.0476 (Thadani, 2011)

Q 0.15 0.33 Estimated

8 0 0.3 Estimated
I

/1. /clay 0 0.00004793 0.0002 (World Health Organization, 2010)

f3 0 0.0115 0.0165 (Hill et al., 2008)

!/J 0.7 0.8 0.9 (GAVI, 2011)

w 0.15 0.44 (Kuhlmann et al., 2012)

f 0.2 0.48 0.76 (AsIan et al., 2007)

T 0') 0.5 Estimated.J

~ 0.43 0.56 0.78 (Gazi et al., 2004)
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Table 4.3: The empirical probability values when the basic reproduction number is

less that one and when more than one

Counts Empirical probability

less than 1 percent less than 1 percent more than 1

Ro 52 0.52 99.48

u; 2889 28.89 71.11

R/> 3755 37.55 62.45

R¢rr 4836 48.36 51.64

!~UIIiJ
o 2 •• , 8 10 I:! '4

R•

.
R.

10
R.

Figure 4.3: Histograms and probability density functions of Ro, Rr, R</> and R</>T of

pneumonia model

Table 4.4: Bandwidth of the estimated density functions

Basic reproduction number Bandwidth

u; 0.120

n; 0.135

R¢ 0.223

R¢rr 0.136
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Figure 4.4: Probability density functions of Ro, Rr, R¢ and R¢T of pneumonia model

4.4.2 Fitting probability distribution of Ro, R,-, R¢ and R¢T

Fitting probability distribution to a data set is a common task in statistics and consist

if selecting candidates probability distribution, modeling the random variable as well

as finding the parameters for that distribution.

Candidate probability distribution for Ro, Rr, R¢ and R¢T

The candidate for each of the basic reproduction numbers is determined using the

skewness-kurtosis plot (Cullen & Frey, 2002). The Figures (4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8) show

the skewness-kurtosis plots indicating possible probability distribution candidates for

Ro, Rr, R¢ and R¢T respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Candidates Probability density functions of RD. Candidates are: Uniform,

Normal and Logistic
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Figure 4.6: Candidates Probability density functions of Rr. Candidates are: Gamma,

LogNormal and Weibull
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Figure 4.7: Candidates Probability density functions of R</>. Candidates are: Gamma,

LogNormal and Weibull
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Figure 4.8: Candidates Probability density functions of £4</>. Candidates are:

Gamma, LogNormal and Weibull
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Based on the selected candidate parametric distributions f(. I 8), the data are then

fitted using the MLE method. Under the i.i.d sample assumptions, distribution pa-

rameter 8 are by default estimated by maximizing the likelihood function defined by

n

L(8) = II(xo 18)
-i==L

(4.32)

The candidate are then fitted to the data set as shown in Figures (4.9, 4.10, 4.11

and 4.12) and then goodness of fit is used to select the best fit candidates.

-iistogram and theoretical densi r.J)

,m
C Nto::J0-

Q-Q plot

2 4 6 8 10

~
co

.5. N

Ew -1014 o 5 10 20
data Theoretical quantiles

Empirical and theoretical CDF ~ p-p plot
~
:0to

co ..0 cou, 0
0 c:i ... c:i0..
o unifor Iii

C! PcPJfJll (J a·c
a .5. c:i

2 4 6 8 10 14 E 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0w
data Theoretical probabilities

Figure 4.9: Goodness of fit for the candidates dist for Ro. Best fits are: Normal and

Logistic
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Figure 4.12: Goodness of fit for the candidates dist for Rq,T. Best fits are: Weibull

and Gamma

Results in Figures (4.9, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12) identifies two parametric distribution

for each basic reproduction numbers. On further analysis using the goodness of fit

statistics, Aic and Bic are applied to choose the best distribution out of the two

candidates as shown Tables (4.4.2 & 4.4.2 ).

Table 4.5: Goodness of fit statistics for R; and R,..

I criteria I u; R,.

norm logis weibull gamma lnorm

Aic 48646.12 49405.54 27497.79 27566.05 29030.73

Bic 8660.54 49419.96 27512.21 27580.47 29045.15

Candidates with the lowest Aic and Bic are selected as the best fit probability distribu-

tions. Hence the basic reproduction number are distributed according the probability

distributions listed in Table 4.4.2.
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Table 4.6: Goodness of fit statistics for R", and Hr",.

I criteria I

weibull gamma lnorm weibull gamma lnorm

Ail' 31327.27 31524.40 33215.26 20763.81 21061.98 22904.27

Bic 31341.69 31538.82 33229.69 20778.23 21076.40 22918.69

Table 4.7: Probability distributions for n; RT, R¢ and tt.;
R Distribution Parameter 1 Parameter 2

Ro Normal mean=5.605 (± 0.0275) sd =2.755 (± 0.0195)

u; Weibull Shape= 1.430 (±0.0113) Scale=2.111 (±0.0155)

R¢ Weibull Shape=1.363 (±0.0106) Scale=1.701 (±0.0131)

tc; Weibull Shape=1.483 (±0.0119) Scale=1.269 (±0.0090)

The value of the basic reproductionnumber,R is a useful indicator because it helps

t.o determine whether or not an infectious disease can spread through a population.

When R < 1 t.hen the infection will die out in the long run. But if R > 1 then the

infection will be able to spread in a population. Using the results in Table 4.8, we

show that the probability that the infection spread in the population by computing

Prt. R > 1). Results in Table 4.8 indicate that chances of pneumonia epidemics is

lowest when both vaccination and treatment strategies are used.

Table 4.8: Mean, sd, chance of disease epidemic using the Selected probability distri-

bution

R Mean SD pr(R> 1)

Ro 5.605 2.755 0.9527083
J{.,. 1.917841 1.360551 0.7093538

R¢ 1.556886 1.155063 0.615811

R¢T 1.146789 0.7866684 0.4952729
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A correlation coefficient is calculated between the values of each of the parameters in

Table 4.9 and the values of the basic reproduction number (R¢ aud Rr) to check the

sensitivity (statistical influence) of each of the parameter on the basic reproduction

number. Since we lack historical data of the parameters, we make the assumptions

of statistical independence of the input parameter.

Results in Table 4.9 indicate that when all the control strategies are considered, basic

reproduction nUlnber(R¢) is significantly an increasing function with the effective

contact rate 7./;, proportion of uncovered strain in the vaccine E, rate at which the

.vaccipe wanes wand the rate at. which Carriers become symptomatically infectious it .

It is also noted that both R¢ and R; are decreasing functions with treatment efficacy

T and rate of joining the treated class ~

Table 4.9: Correlation coefficient for the basic reproduction number (R¢ & Rr) and

each input parameter variable.
R(r) R(¢)

Corr P-Value I Corr P-Value

<.> -0.2134 0.0000 -0.2074 0.0000

f3 -0.052 0.0000 -0.0413 0.0000

0.2548 0.0000

I' -0.0195 0.0515 -0.0127 0.2026

c.J 0.0948 0.0000

¢ -0.0095 0.3443
.,.. 0.0392 0.0001 0.0354 0.0004

W 0.9415 0.0000 0.8975 0.0000

p -0.0702 0.0000 -0.0703 0.0000

T -0.1464 0.0000 -0.1381 0.0000

e -0.125 0.0000 -0.1178 0.0000
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4.4.3 Optimal Control Strategy

Using MCMC simulation, we obtain the optimal vaccination strategy and treatment

strategy for pneumonia. Using the parameter variables associated with the the vacci-

nation and treatments respectively at different values, we det.ermine at. what value of

the parameters will the basic reproduction be at lowest. The parameters are classified

into two namely.vaccination parameterte, wand E) and treatment parameters (~ and

Optimal vaccination Strategy

Consider different strategies for computing R", at different parameter value segments

of C/>, wand E as described in Table A.I. The segments of the parameter values are

assumed to be uniformly distribution within the range of the values given which are

defined as in Table 4.10

Table 4.10: Vaccination parameter segments for computing R",
Segment w

'"
e ~ \1(0.0,0.20) w ~ U(0.00,0.15) '" ~ U(0.4,0.6)

2 ( ~ U(0.20,0.39) w ~ U(0.15,0.25) '" ~ U(0.6,0.7)
3 (~ 1I(0.39,0.57) w ~ U(0.25,0.35) '" ~ U(0.7,0.8)
4 ( ~ U(O.57,O.78) w ~ U(O.35,0.45) '" ~ U(0.8,1.0)

WinBugs is used to compute the aggregate value of R( c/» for different strategies de-

scribed in Table A.I.

The results of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test whether the vaccination

parameters have significant effect on R( c/» is shown in Table 4.11. The liear model

for consideration is:

Yijkn = f.L + cjJ; + w} + tic + (tw)'J + (fcjJ);k + (WcjJ)jk + (fWcjJ);jlc + Cijkn

Where;
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}ijkll = R¢ Basic reproductive number

¢i , Wj ,tk are main effect of the parameters (in whole plot, suo plot and suo-sub plot

respectively)

(fW)ir (f¢b·, (W¢)jk are t.wo way interaction effects

(fW¢ )ijk in the three way interaction effect

Ei)kll rv N(O, (]"2) independent random variables.

Table 4.11: Analysis of variance for t.he effect. of Vaccination parameter on R¢

Variate: Ro

Source of var d.f, s.s, m.s. v.r. F pr.

Rep stratum 999 1.080E+04 1.081E+Ol 922.38

¢ 3 1.267E+02 4.223E+Ol 3602.15 <0.001

Residual 2997 3.514E+Ol 1.172£002 0.60

w 3 8.907E+02 2.969E+02 15089.22 <0.001

¢.w 9 1.290E+Ol 1.433E+00 72.84 <0.001

Residual 11988 2.359E+02 1.968£002 0.71

3 5.820E+03 1.940E+03 70345.60 <0.001

¢.€ 9 1.548E+Ol 1:720E+00 62.36 <0.001

W.f 9 1.089E+02 1.209E+Ol 438.57 <0.001

¢.w.€ 27 1.589E+00 5.886£002 2.13 <0.001

Residua'! 47952 1.322E+03 2.758£002

Total 63999 1.937E+04

All the three vaccination parameters are having significant effect all R( ¢) since their P-

values are less than 0.001 (P-value < 0.001). All the interactions oftwo parameters are

also significant, however the interaction of t.hree parameters at. once is not significant.

This indicates that the value of R( ¢) is guaranteed to change significantly when, the

either of the vaccination parameters are changed individually or pair of the parameters

are changed.
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From 1000 samples generated we computed the proportion of the samples having their

R(¢):S; 1 (see Table 4.12). The results shows that using vaccination strategy 4 has

the lowest chance that the disease will invade the population followed by strategy 3

and so on.

Taule 4.12: The empirical probabilities R", :s; 1 according to the strategies described

ill Table A.l
phi 2 3 4

epsilon omega

49% 56% 61% 67%
2 11% 17% 21% 26%
3 6% 9% 12% 16%
4 3% 6% 7% 10%

2 6% 7% 8% 8%
2 2 2% 3% 4% 4%
2 3 1% 2% 2% 3%
2 4 1% 1% 1% 2%
3 8% 9% . 9% 10%
3 2 2% 4% 4% 5%
3 3 2% 2% 2% 3%
3 4 1% 1% 2% 2%
4 0% 0'1<.0% 0%
4 2 Oo/tl 0% 0% 0%
4 3 0% 0% 0% 0%
4 1 0% U'X1 0% 0%
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Optimal treatment Strategy

Now by considering treatment strategy, the parameters (~ and T) are used at different

range of values to compute R",. Each of the parameters are divided into four segments

and assumed to be uniformly distributed over the range as described in Table 4.13.

Table 4.13: Treatment parameter segments for computing Rei>

Segment { T

~ ~ 0(0.0,0.25) T ~ U(0.O,O.25)

2 ~ ~ U(0.25,O.50) T ~ U(0.25,0.50)

3 ~ ~ U(0.50,O.75) T ~ U(0.50,0.75)

4 (~ 0(0.75,1.0) T ~ U(0.75,1.0)

There would be 16 different combinations for computing the Rei> as shown in Table

A.2 hence we consider the effect of 16 strategies of treatment on Rei>. On the analysis

of variance in Table 4.14 , there is no significant evidence t.hat t.he rate of t.reat.ment.

upt.ake, ~ and treatment efficacy, T will have effect on Rei>.

Table 4.14: Analysis of variance for the effect of Treatment parameter on Rei>

Analysis of variance

Variate: R¢

Source of variation d.L s.s. rn.s, v.r. F pro

rep stratum

T 3 410.66 136.89 0.57 0.635

{ 3 173.07 57.fi9 0.24 0.868

T.( 9 652.65 72.52 0.3 0.974

Residual 984 236489.72 240.34 20.46

rep. 'Units' stratum

~ 3 21,82 7.27 0.(i2 0.602

T.~ 9 31.83 3.54 0.3 0.975

Residual 14988 176048.64 11.75

Total 15999 413828.39

The results in Table 4.14 indicates that, given the treatment efficacy or/and rate of

treatment is improved. t lu-rc is no guarantee that. the value. of Rei> will be reduced.
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4.4.4 Effects of the vaccination parameters on susceptible
and infected classes.

During the colonization stage, pneumococcus may successfully establish an infection

or be cleared by ones immune response. It is therefore important to note that this

stage always precedes infection. Most individuals are able to clear these transient

colonies, although some cannot without the aid of vaccination. Considering the vac-

cination parameters used in the model: vaccination uptake ¢, the probability that

the vaccine wanes wand the proportion serotype that are not covered in the vaccine

e, we estimate their optimal level when the infection rate is lowest. The results are

shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Effect of the Vaccination parameters on Infected class
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The results ill Figure 4.13 show the effect of varying vaccination parameters on the

proportion of the infected individuals. The two lower curves (whose ¢ = 0.8) are

almost the same over the 10 days regardless of the variations in the values of E and

io. This result indicates that. the strategy with a higher impact is by considering

increasing the percentage of vaccination uptake.

4.5 Discussion

A quantitative analysis can be performed by using single-point estimates (referred to

as deterministic). Using this method, one may assign values for discrete parameters to

see what outcome they might have on the basic reproduction number from each. For

example, what parameter values will result to a basic reproduction number of 1, less

than 1 or more than 1. However, the approach considers only a few discrete outcomes,

ignoring hundreds or thousands of others. It also gives equal weight to each outcome.
. I

That is, no attempt is made to assess the likelihood of each outcome. Monte Carlo

simulation is a better way of addressing the drawbacks where uncertain inputs in a

model (basic reproduction number) are represented using ranges of possible values of

known (or assumed) probability distributions. Probability distributions are a much

more realistic way of describing uncertainty in parameters used in computing the basic

reproduction number. Fitting the probability distributions provide more information
!

that may not be available when discrete values are used and hence improves the

results. This explains the difference in Table 4.3 (probabilities computed from the

simulated data) ami Table 4.8(probabilitieFl computed from the fitted probability

distribution) .

The results indicate that using the two strategies, there is a possibility of reducing the

disease burden significantly. The expression in (4.12) clearly indicates that R¢ < R;

that is, when vaccination is used, the basic reproduction number is less than the

basic reproduction number when vaccination is not used. The critical values for the

proportion of the Streptococcus strain to be covered in the vaccine and vaccination
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coverage in order to keep the basic reproduction number below 1 is also determine in

the mathematical analysis. We then perform 10,000 replicates for all the vaccination

and treatment strategies and thus obtain values of R", and R; , making it possible

to find tho probability of an epidemic. The probability dist.ribution of R", and RT for

the disease transmission rate is thus approximated t.o obtain the empirical percentage

when R", and RT are less than 1. The empirical probability values in Table 4.3 indicate

that. there is 0.72% chance that there would be no outbreak if vaccination is used but

0% chance if treatment alone is used. This is also supported by the results from the

analysis of variance which indicated that all the vaccination parameters and their

interactions were highly significant in influencing the value of the R¢.
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Chapter 5

ROLE OF CASE DETECTION IN A
PNEUMONIA DYNAMICS

5.1 Introduction

Case detection strategy is an important step in controlling any disease within a pop-

ulation. A high case detection rate increases the expected effect of control program

of disease epidemiology (Borgdorff, 2004). However, there are many undetected cases

of pneumonia in the developing countries making it difficult to control pneumonia

in a population despite efforts put in place. In this model therefore, we explain the

quantitative impact of case detection in the transmission dynamics of pneumonia.

Case detection involves prompt identification of pneumonia infected individuals us-

ing recommended methods of clinical diagnosis. These include; recognizing patterns

of the disease and considering all possible diagnosis by physician, follow lip of the

individuals under treatment, conununicating the test results in time, accurate data

gathering, information processing, verifying any test results and gathering new data.

Any delay or flaws of these practices can lead to undetected cases and results in

inappropriate and/or inadequate treatment (Schiffman & Melissa, 2010)-.

5.2 Model Description and Formulation

This model has five compartments in total and is referred to as S - 11 - h - C - R

model. We denote S as individuals susceptible to the disease; C denotes those who are

carriers of Streptococcus pneumonia, these individuals are infected with the bacteria

but are yet to develop pneumonia(asymptomatic); 11 denotes individuals who are

infected and are unaware pi t.heir pneumonia status and h are infected individual who
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know their pneumonia status after being detected and are on treatment; recovered

R(t), are those who were previously infected and "successfully" treated. The total

population size is N , given by

N(t) = Set) + G(t) + h(t) + 12(t) + R(t) (5.1)

Individuals enters class Set) at a constant rate of 1/ through birth or immigration.

The susceptible group get infected by the bacteria at a time dependent. rate of A(t)

given by
A(t) = 7j; fG(t) + 11(t))

N(t)
(5.2)

where 7j; = ",p is the effective contact rate and E ::; 1 account for the relative in-

fectiousness of individuals in the Carriers (C) class in comparison to those in the

undetected infectious (h ) class. We assume that the infected individual (h)who

already knoe their status are on treatment and cannot infect others. Individuals in

all the compartments experience nat.ural death at a constant. rate u, A proportion

p of the newly infected individuals become carriers and move to class C , while the

remaining proportion of the infected (1- p) develop pneumonia and shows symptoms,

they progress into the 11 class. Since we are considering one carrier class and two

infectious classes, it is important. to note that we use the a two way paths p and

(1 - (!). The carriers can develop disease symptoms and become symptomatically

infectious at a rate 7r when colonization takes place (McKenzie, 1999) or recover to

gain immunity against the bacteria at an average rate (3. The case detection rate of

individuals ill 11 is denoted by~. Once a case is detected they progress to h Class.

Individuals in 12 are treated at a rate "7, however the recovery is dependent on the ef-

ficacy of the therapeutic treatment in t.his case denoted by q. We assume that treated

individuals will leave the h class and q of them progress to R while 1- q progressing

to carrier class. Individuals in 11 and 12 can succumb due to the disease at the rate

of CL The parameters described here are summarized in Table G.l. We then generate

the systems of differential equations for the model as in (5.3) while the corresponding

srhomat.ic diagram is shown ill Figure G.4
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Table 5.1: Description of parameter used in the pneumonia model with case detection

Parameter Description

II Recruitment rate into the susceptible class

The above definitions and assumptions lead to the set of ordinary differential equa-

tious in (5.3);

p

r)

q

0:

Force of infection due to Carriers

Probability of a newly infected individual being a Carrier

Rate at which Carriers become symptomatically infectious

Rate or recovery from the symptomatically infection through treatment

Treatment efficacy.

Per capita disease-induced death rate

Per capita rate of loss of immunity

Per capita birth rate

Recovery rate of carriers and gaining partial immunity

Case detection rate

d~~t) = 1/ + c5R(t) - (,X + p,)S(t)

dJ~?) = (1 - p)'xS(t) + 7TC(t) - (~+ p, + a)h (t)

d]~it) = ~h(i) - (7) + J.L)h(t)

d~;t) = p>-'S(t) + (1 - q)'T]h(t) - (J.L + 7T + (3)C(t)

d~;t) = q7)I2(t) + (3C(t) - (J.L + J)R(t)

,

(5.3)

5.2.1 Basic properties

From (5.2)and (5.3), it is easily shown that limHoo N(t) ::; f.. Because model (5.3)
monitors t.hc dynamics of human populations, we assume that all state variable and
parameters are more than or equal to zero for any time t 2': o.
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Figure 5.1: Proposed Compartmental pneumonia model with case detection

Lemma 5.2.1 The closed set r = {(S, h,I2, c,R) E IR~ : N(t) < ~} is positively
invariant with respect to model {5.3}.

Proof The rate of change of the total population, obtained by adding all the equa-

tions in the model (5.3)is given by

dN(t)
~ = u - o:h(t) - fJ,N(t) (5.4)

Since «I, ~ 0, the solution of Equation (5.4) is

(5.5)

It follows closely that for N(O) .:; ~, N(t) .:; ~ for all t > O. Therefore all solutions

of the model with initial conditions in r remain in r for all t > o. Thus region r is

positively variant with nspcct to model (5.3)
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5.3 Analysis of the pneumonia model with case
detection

The model for pneumonia transmission with case detection is analyzed to determine

the role of case detection in the transmission dynamics.We reduce the the system by

using fraction of the state variables instead of the populations.

Let 8 = ~~~))'f = ~i~i,e = ~ig,g = ~i~~and T = ~i~~such that.

s + I + e + 9 + r = 1. By differentiating the fractions with respect to time and

simp)ifying, then (5.3) is rewritten as;

* = (l-;)V + J T - 4) E gs - 'I/; Is + ex Is* = (1 - p)( 1jJ E gs + 1jJ Is) + 7f 9 - (~+ ex + N) I + ex 12

~ = ~1- (17 + N) e + ex [e

~ = p S'lf' (E 9 + f) + (1 - q) TJ e - (7f + !3+ N) 9 + qo I
'!Ii = Q"7 e + !39 - (N + 0) r + rex I

(5.6)

5.3.1 Disease-free equilibrium and reproduction number

To determine the equilibrium points we equate (5.6) to zero as:

o = (l-;)V + 0 r - 1jJ E gs -1jJ Is + ex Is

o = (1 - p) (?jJE gs + ?jJfs) + 7f 9 - (~ + ex + N) I - ex p
o = (I - (17 + N) e + ex [e

o = p s?jJ (E 9 + f) + (1 - q)17 e - (7f + !3 + N) 9 + qcx f
o = ql7 e + !39 - (N + 0) r + rex I

(5.7)
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At. steady state, we use N = p, + a f to substitute into each of the equations in (5.7)

and reducing it to;

p, + a f - 1/S + S r - 'Ij; f qs - 'Ij; f S = 0

'l/Jt qs + '1/' f s - '1/) sp f 9 - '1/) sp f + 7r 9 - ~ f - f p, - a f = 0

~f-e'Tl-ep,=O (5.8)

'Ij; sp f 9 + '1/' sp f + en - qr) e - 9P, - 7r 9 - (39= 0

Cf'Tl e + 13 g - rti - 6 T = 0

using r = qT/E,!+{39T/+{39/' e = .5..L and s=l-e-f-r-g we reduce (5.8) to:
(T/+/')(/'+O)' 'J+/t '

t/J t gs + 4' fs - 'Ij; sp € 9 - 'Ij; sp f + 7r 9 - ~ f - fp, - a f = 0 }

'Ij; sp t 9 + 'Ij; sp f + en - q'Tle - 9P, - 7r 9 - (39 = 0
(5,9)

whose Jacobian Matrix is is given by:

[

'1/) S - ~ - p, - a - 'Ij; sp
J=

'1/) sp

'Ij; f S + 7r - '1/)sp € 1
'Ij; sp € - P, - 7r - (3

(5.10)

Let Ro,the basic reproduction number.be the expected number of new infections

created by an infected individual under the most favorable conditions for transmission.

Then for Model (5.6),we compute the basic reproduction number as

Ro='Ij; ((I-P)((I-q)'T)f~+B(r7+p,)) + P(17+P,)(7r+tA) )
A('Tl+p,)B-7r'Tl~ (I-q) A('Tl+p,)B-7r'Tl~ (l-q) (5.11)

where, A = ~ + P, + 0: and B = p, + 7r + (3

The numerator of (5.11) represent the rate of inflow into the diseased classes (Il,12

and C) while the denominator represent the rate of outflow from the diseased classes.

In general,for any disease in any host population, the disease can become an epidemic

only if R; > l. The mathematical condition R; > 1 can be intuitively interpreted as

saying that. there exist. some conditions under which the disease can grow. On the

sensitivity analysis of Ho with respect. to the rate of case detection (CDR.) , we find
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the limit of Ro and CDR tends to infinity and when it tends to zero as shown below.

(5.12)

lim Ro = (1 - p)'Ij; (p + 1r + (3) + 'Ij; p 1r + 'Ij; P E (~ + P + a)
~-40 (~+ /L + a)(p + 1r + (3)

(5.13)

The results in (5.12) shows that when the CDR tends to infinity, the R; tends to

-negative side making it impossible for disease transmission. On the other hand, when

the CDR tends to zero, the R; tends to positive side and the disease is likely to invade

the population if the right hand side of (5.13)is more than 1.

Disease-free equilibrium point is a steady-state solution where there is no disease.

Here we define the "diseased" classes as the infected individuals that are already

detected or not detected. We denote the disease-free equilibrium point by Eo =

50,/10,120, To, Ro. When the system is at. disease-free, the diseased classes are all

equal to zero. Hence disease-free equilibrium point Eo is given by;

Eo = {~,o,o,o,o} (5.14)

Stability of the disease-free equilibrium. (Eo)

To examine the local stability of the disease-free equilibrium Eo we evaluate the .Ja-

cobian matrix (S.lO)at Eo = {f.,0,0,0,0} is

r
-.pLl c -.pLIO
--<;-/L-a-~~ ~

-",LIP
I'

(5.15)
~+1r-~ ]I' I'

-",LlPE -P-1r-/3
I' -
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The eigenvalues for J(Eo) are computed as

A - A - 'l'lv(l-p(l-c)) (+ c + _),J;V(l-P(l-C)) (+ c + )
1-2- I' -p, <, Q I' -/1 <, Q (5,16)

Note that in (5,16), 'l'IV(l-;(l-E)) is a proxy of the inflow into a diseased class while

(/1 + ~+ a) represents a outflow from a diseased class.

Proposition 5.3.1 The disease-free equilibrium Eo is locally asymptotically stable if
n; < 1 and unstable if R; > 1,

Proof To show the stability of the system, we need to show that. the two eigenvalues

of J(Eo); are negative if n, < L

If R; < 1, then the numerator of (5,11) (the rate of inflow into the diseased classes) is

less than the denominator (the rate of outflow from the diseased classes), This means

that from (5,16), 'l'IV(l-;(l-C)) < (/1+~+a), making all the real part of the eigenvalues

ill (5.16) negative hence the disease-free Eo equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable

Theorem 5.3.2 The disease-free Eo equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable if
s, < L

Proof Let,

L(j,g) = P + g2, then,

Then L is positive definite and the time derivative of L is computed as shown below,

L' = dL rj{ + dL ~
df dt dg dt

L' = [4' (c 9 + f) s ((1 - p) f + gp)+ I« q+qen (1 - q)]-[l (/1 + IT + (J)+ l (~+ /1 + a)]

(5,17)

If Ro < 1, then the numerator of (5.11) (the rate of inflow into the diseased classes)

is less than the denominator (the rate of outflow from the diseased classes) implies

that ill (C>.17) , ?jJ (t 9 + f) s ((1 - p) f + gp) + fIT 9 + geT) (1 - q) < g2 (p, + IT + ;3) +

P « + 11 + Ct) hence, L' < U. We therefore conclude that Eo is globally asymptotically

stable in the interior of I'.
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Stability of the endemic equilibrium. (E*)

vVc show the global stability of the endemic equilibrium, (E* = (s*, f*, e", q", r*) by

using the jacobian matrix;

[

4' s' - ~- f.L - (1' - 'tj; s" P
J(E*) =

't/J sOp

'1/; E s· + 7r - 't/; s*PEl
't/J s*p E - f.L - 7r - (3

(5.18)

Theorem 5.3.3 The endemic Equilibrium, E* of the System {5.3} is stable if R; > 1
and unstable if R; < 1.

Proof Consider the Jacobian matrix J(E*), its trace and determinant are computed

as·
J

Trace(J(E*)) = 'Ij's (1 - P + E p) - (~+ 2 f.L + n + 7r + (3) (5.19)

Det(J(E*)) = -(1j; s ((1 - p) (p. + (3) + 7r + EP (~+ f.L + a)) - (~+ f.L + a) (f.L + (3 + 7r))
. I

(5.20)

If R; > 1, then the numerator of (5.ll) (the rate of inflow into the diseased classes) is

more than the denominator (the rat.e of outflow from t.he diseased classes) implies that.

from(5.19) and (5.20) Trace(J(E*)) > 0 and Det(J(E*)) < 0 hence E* is unstable.

5.4 Numerical Simulations

To observe the role played by case detection in transmission dynamics of pneumonia

transmission over time, numerical simulations were done using MAPLE 16,0 and

MATLAI3 (mat.hcmatical simulation packages). We use paramet.ers values shown in

Table (5.2) for simulation. These parameters have been derived from epidemiological

literature and WHO while other parameters have been allowed to vary wit.hin the

possible intervals.
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Table 5.2: Parameter Value used in the pneumonia model with case detection

Parameter I Value I Source

1/ {LNo (Doura et al., 2000)

r: 1-10 per day Estimated

p 0.89 to 0.99 (Doura et al., 2000)

'Ij; ""p Expressed as in (3.2)

E 0.001124 (Doura et al., 2000)

p 0.338 (Kateete et al., 2012; Kimura et al., 1984)

7r 0.00274 to 0.01096 per day (Doura et al., 2000)

T! 0.0238 to 0.0476 per day (Thadalli, 2011)

q 0.1 to 1 (Doura et al., 2000)

0 0.33 Estimated

J 0.2 Estimated

{L 0.0002 per day (World Health Organization, 2010)

/; 0.0115 (Hill et al., 2008)

~ 0.80 Estimated

5.4.1 Simulations to illustrate the equilibrium of the system

Using the parameter values in Table 5.2, we carried out numerical simulations of (5.3)

to asses the equilibrium of the system. The simulation results are depict.ed in Figure

5.2.The results shows a sharp decrease in susceptible individuals corresponding to the

all increase of the corresponding infected( detected and undetected cases) during the

initial stag« of the epidemic. The undetected cases increases ill small percentage then

decreases sharply to a steady state point. The phase portrait in Figure 5.2 (b) is

obtained by different initial value!'). It illustrates that for varying initial condition!'),

the model solutions converge at a steady state point. This confirms the steady state

solutions ill the analysis
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Figure 5.2: Population dynamics of the pneumonia model with case detection
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5.4.2 Effect of case detection rate on the Basic reproduction
number (Ro)

The mathematical analysis results in (5.12) shows the role played by case detection

rate on the basic reproduction number, The simulation results in Figure 5.3 confirms

the mathematical results that, an increase in the case detection rate reduces the basic

reproduction number hence the chance of new infections reduced.
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5.4.3 Role of case detection in the absence of treatment

Simulation results in Figure (5.4) shows a graphical representation of the impact

case detection of infected individuals on pneumonia transmission dynamics in the

absence of treatment (ry ~ O).The graphs suggest that pneumonia case detection have

some partial positi ve degree ill the control of the disease as noted by a small rate of

reduction in the susceptible class and a small rate of increase in the recovered class

as case detection rates are increased. The incidence rate of the undetected cases is

also reduced when the CDR is increased.
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Figure 5.4: Effects of varying pneumonia case detection rate in the absence of treat-

ment 77 ~ o. The direction of arrow shows the increase in case detection rate (CDR).

5.4.4 Role of case detection In the presence of treatment

Next, we illustrate the effect case detection on pneumonia transmission dynamics

when it is accompanied with a treatment (this is shown in Figure 5.5). The graph

indicates that increasing the treatment rate with any case detection rate reduces the

rate of reduction in susceptible class, reduces the rate of increase of the undetected

cases and increases the rate of recovery.

5.5 Discussion

It is evident that an increase in the rate of case detection decreases the basic repro-

duction number, means a reduction of disease incidence. These results are confirmed
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in the simulation above that case detection is a necessary step towards reducing the

disease burden, however when accompanied by adequate measures such as treatment,

then the disease incidence is reduced further. As much as the high rate of case detec-

tiou reducing the burden of the disease, when incorporat.ed with effective treat.ment,

the burden of the disease will be reduced more.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATION AND
FURTHER RESEARCH

6.1 Conclusion

.We have constructed 3 models for pneumonia dynamics: a basic model without con-

sidering any particular cont.rol strategy, a model wit.h vaccination and treatment as

control strategies and a model with case detection. All the models are analyzed

mathematically and simulated using parameters obtained from biological literature.

We have structured our conclusion based on the specific objectives that were stated

earlier and results discussed above.

6.1.1 Objective l:To determine the conditions necessary for
controlling/ reducing pneumonia transmission by ana-
lyzing basic pneumonia model.

This objective aimed at providing information on the optimal approach of controlling

pneuinouia and it is addressed using the model represented by system (3.1~. The

results from the analysis showed that the presence of carriers may hinder the disease

eradication if not. addressed. Efforts to reduce the burden of diseases with carriers is

hard due to their contributions to the transmission dynamics. Carriers do not show

symptoms and therefore they sometimes go un-noticed. We conclude that, applying

strategies that call create awareness of carrier status will have a much greater impact

in reducing the disease burden than concentrating on reducing the infected population

alone. This is in agreement with t.he studies done earlier by Agarwal & Verma (2012)

and Kalajdzievska & Li (lOll). A strong significant positive correlation exist between
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the carrier-infected interaction (infected individuals joining carrier population and

vice versa) and disease prevalence.

6.1.2 Objective 2: To determine the optimal vaccination and
treatments strategies on pneumonia transmission dy-
namics using the probability distributions of the basic
reproduction number.

Two control strategies viz: vaccination and treatment were assessed using the see-

. ond 'model presented in (4.1) to address this object.ive. The two st.rat.egies are the

most common disease control strategies used in controlling many diseases. From the

analysis and simulation of the model we can conclude that the use of vaccination

reduces the disease prevalence at a greater percentage. This is confirmed by earlier

research by Matt et al. (2013), however the use of treatment alone was not significant.

Computing t.he probabilit.y density funct.ions of the reproduction number provides an

opportunity of computing a likelihood of the disease outbreak. The density functions

of t.he basic reproduction numbers (when treatment and vaccinations are used) are

all skewed to the right which is a clear indication that there is more likely to have

the value of the Basic reproduction number reduced below 1 when control strategies

are used.

6.1.3 Objective 3: To evaluate the impact of case detection
of pneumonia on its transmission dynamics.

The case det.ection strategy is a potential and effective control strategy for pneumonia

in a community. The decreasing trend of R; with an increasing value of the case

detection rate as described in (5.13) and a confirmation in the simulation shown in

Figure 5.4 implies that case detection plays all important role ill reducing the disease

incidence. Through simulation, we have also computed the critical value for the case

detection rate and concluded that detect.ing at. least 57% of the cases guarantees the
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no new infection. The results that we obtain here are in conformity to that obtained

ill a study Oilcase detection of TB by Styblo (Ul91).

6.2 Recommendation

Based 011 the conclusions described ill the section above, it is recommended that

to prevent future outbreaks or to reduce the prevalence of pneumonia, major ef-

fort./st.rat.egy should target. reducing the proport.ion of the carriers of Streptococcus

Pneuuuniuie from the population since this is the state that call always transmit the

disease without being noticed or being aware of their status. Sometimes it might

not be practical to reduce the proportion of the carriers (Kalajdzievska & Li, 2011).

Many people, pick up diseases from the people they interact with such as in school, at

work stations, in healthcare facilities etc amplifying disease transmission where one

initial case can either lead to several more cases within a population. It would be

possible to do this by reducing the number of contacts as possible.

A vaccination strategy is more significant. in controlling the disease prevalence. The

expression in (??) implies that the critical value for the minimum proportion of the

serotype to be covered in a vaccine should be 22% for a guaranteed efficiency of

the vaccination strategy. 011 the other hand the expression in (4.Ui) suggests that a

vaccination coverage of at least 54% would guarantee efficiency in vaccination strategy.

We also recommend that case detection to be included whenever practicable in the

control strategy of pneumonia in a population.

6.3 Further Research

In this study we constructed and analyzed three models with each having specific

assumptions. The modeling techniques that was used here was basically deterministic
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modeling approach. However in the second model, we introduced the probabilistic

simulation of the basic reproduction number. The probabilistic approach or stochastic

modeling takes into consideration random effect and therefore can give true picture

by identifying any hidden variations in the disease transmission dynamic. A further

research of pneumonia transmission dynamics using probabilistic approach will give

more insight of the disease dynamics.

Studies have shown that there is some correlation between pneumonia incidence and

environmental conditions and socio-economics status of the population, however we

. did not consider them in this study. It would be interesting to construct models that

incorporate both environmental and socio-economic influence so as to measure their

effect 011 the transmission dynamics.
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